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FIVE YEARS AFTER

NORTHERN ROCK

AND WE’RE STUCK

This Friday (14 September)

marks the five-year

anniversary of the day

Northern Rock went cap in

hand to the Bank of England

to tap its liquidity support

facility. It was a move that

would eventually see the

bank nationalised.

Five years later and it would seem Britons are still

uncomfortable with where they are depositing their

money. So, what better way to drive consumer

confidence than with a campaign thought up by the

Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)?

The campaign kicked off last week with a press

release informing me there is a ‘stick up’ taking place

across banks, building societies and credit unions.

Intrigued? You need not be.

It appears that the good people at the FSCS have

the solution to the country’s concerns in the form of

stickers. You may think you’ve misread, but no,

stickers – you know, the kind you used to get in the

Panini Football collectors’ books.

The plan is to place these in the windows of the

nation’s banks and building societies to let us know

that the institution with which we’re dealing is

protected for compensation by the FSCS up to

£85,000 for savings and £50,000 for investments.

Fair enough.

A nice idea, but haven’t they missed a trick? Not

only is this ignoring anyone who makes financial

decisions over the internet, but it has completely

ignored the trading fraternity where UK brokers

compete with companies from overseas.

The regulatory hurdles to obtain a UK licence are

often far greater than those of some of our European

counterparts, so the level of protection in a ‘Northern

Rock’ scenario can vary wildly. With this in mind, I

find it baffling that the FSCS has ignored the

investment world with this current campaign.

Also, shouldn’t there be a requirement to show

customers the level of protection to which they are

entitled and the compensation scheme from where

this protection is likely to come from?

Maybe I am alone in believing that consumers are

a savvier bunch than they were five years’ ago, but

they are certainly more nervous. What we need is a

change to the rules governing regulatory

transparency, not stickers in windows.



Spain tipped for

downgrade to junk

Spain could be downgraded by Moody’s analysts later this

month, according to the later investment report by dutch

asset management group Robeco.

The latest assessment by chief economist Léon

Cornelissen found that a downgrade to junk status was

looking increasingly likely given that Moody’s has extended

its review of Spain’s debt rating until the end of September.

He explained “Moody’s last downgraded Spain on 13 June,

leaving it on the lowest investment-grade rung: Baa3.

At that time, the ratings agency warned that it would decide

whether or not to downgrade the rating again within

three months.

“A further deterioration of sentiment and more capital

outflows are to be expected, given that Spain is such a large

economy and therefore crucial in the whole crisis.”

The Robeco report also claims there is a 50% chance of

Greece leaving the euro as early as October due to the lack of

urgency with which austerity measures have been

implemented by the Greek government.

Cornelissen said: “There’s a chance they will arrange fresh

half-measures to let Samaras’s government struggle on

along the road to nowhere. The main worry in a Greek exit

would be an escalation of capital flight from southern Europe

to the core.

“In that context, the July data on capital flight from Spain

does not make happy reading. With €74 billion leaving in the

last month, deposits in Spanish banks have now fallen by

nearly 11% over the last year.”



Joe McGrath – joe@index-trader.co.uk
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TRADER TALK

Derivatives

professor

to collect

Onassis prize



European equity trades

plummet in August

Equity trading volumes in Europe dropped to

their lowest point for two and half years in

August, with the value of equities traded 12%

down on the previous month.

According to data released by Thomson

Reuters, the total value of €616 billion was

around 50% lower than on the same month in

2011 as the uncertainty in European markets

ensured traders remained cautious.

Patrick Connolly of AWD Chase de Vere says

the figures show that people remain nervous,

preferring to ‘sit on their hands’.

He explains: “When we started having the

economic problems, people were still happy

to look at the equity market but investors

have become very nervous, not necessarily in

terms of what they are holding, but they

certainly don’t want to sell at what could be

a lower price.”



According to the latest report on trading

activity, August’s activity in European

equities dropped to levels last witnessed in

December 2009.

Connolly says the steady stream of

announcements from the European Central

Bank and the Federal Reserve are being

watched closely, but are doing little to calm

the anxieties of those looking for longer term

market trends.

He explains: “There are continuous

announcements in US, the UK, China and in

Europe. All of these have a short-term impact

on markets, but actually, there is always

another announcement around

the corner.

“We are now hoping to see some positive

news which could provide some optimism for

the longer-term.”



ECB reform requires domestic buy-in

Individual governments will need to continue

to reform their economies for any European

Central Bank (ECB) resolution to work,

Skandia has warned.

While plans to buy short-dated bonds for

those countries that have already requested

support will bring some comfort by bringing

yields closer to Germany’s levels, a more

forceful ECB will not be able to save the euro

if individual governments do not improve

their finances.

www.index-trader.co.uk



Rupert Watson, head of asset allocation at

Skandia, said the fiscal reforms imply weak or

negative economic growth for many years to

come, but these could be successful if

individual governments buy in.

He explains: “While the past two years have

taught us all to be sceptical of talk of progress

within the eurozone, the ECB’s actions could

mark a significant turning point in the crisis.

This would be a very positive development for

the global economy and financial markets.”



Two of the world’s leading

economists will be appearing at

a special lecture on the global

financial crisis on Wednesday

(12 September).

Professors Stephen Ross and

Elhanan Helpman will be

speaking at Cass Business School

on issues including rise of

derivative trading and

international trade and economic

development, while discussing

other key issues such as the

failure of regulators and

accountants.

Stephen Ross is a professor

at MIT Sloan School of

Management in the US and is

best known for having invented

‘arbitrage pricing theory’ and the

‘theory of agency’. He is also

celebrated as the co-discoverer

of ‘risk neutral pricing’ and of the

‘binomial model’ for pricing

derivatives.

Harvard professor Helpman is

acclaimed for his respected ‘new

growth’ theories which

emphasise the roles of

economies of scale and imperfect

competition.

The speakers are in London

to receive the 2012 Onassis

Prize, awarded every three years

by the Alexander Onassis Public

Benefit Foundation and Cass

Business School.

Judged by a panel of

distinguished academics,

including two Nobel Laureates,

the individual US $200,000

prizes recognise the contribution

of world leading academics to the

fields of finance, international

trade and shipping.

The event begins at 0915 hrs

and each lecture will last for

approximately 20 minutes. The

event will close at lunchtime with

a networking lunch.
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TRADING DIARY

10 SEPT – 14 SEPT 2012

(All times British Summer Time)

Monday 10 September

0230 hrs Australian Home Loans

0745 hrs French Industrial Production

0900 hrs Italian Gross Domestic Product

2000 hrs US Consumer Credit report

Tuesday 11 September

0930 hrs British Merchandise Trade

1230 hrs US NFIB Small Business Index

1245 hrs US ISCS Store Sales

1330 hrs US International Trade

1330 hrs Canadian Merchandise Trade

1355 hrs US Redbook

Wednesday 12 September

0050 hrs Japanese PPI

0050 hrs Japanese Tertiary Index

0630 hrs French CPI

0700 hrs German CPI

0900 hrs Italian Industrial Production

0930 hrs British Labour Market report

1000 hrs EMU Industrial Production

1300 hrs US FOMC Meeting begins

1330 hrs US Imports and Exports

1530 hrs US EIA Petroleum Status

2200 hrs New Zealand RBNZ Announcement

Thursday 13 September

0900 hrs Italian CPI

1330 hrs US Jobless Claims

1330 hrs US PPI

1730 hrs US FOMC Announcement

1900 hrs US Treasury Budget

Friday 14 September

1000 hrs European HICP

1330 hrs Canadian Manufacturing Sales

1415 hrs US Industrial Production

1355 hrs US Consumer Sentiment

1500 hrs US Business Inventories



Petroleum

prices drive gains

in commodities

The S&amp;P GSCI – formerly the Goldman

Sachs’ commodity index – witnessed a

5.09% increase in August, predominantly

driven by petroleum prices.

Petroleum was the largest driver of

commodity gains with an 8.35% increase

over the month but the drought-stricken

agriculture sector stabilised in August (see

page 8) despite being the best performing

major sector this summer with a threemonth gain of 33.72%.

Soybeans closed the end of the month at a

new high and have been the best performing

commodity in 2012 as measured by the

54.81% year-to-date increase in the S&amp;P

GSCI Soybean index.

Over the summer, however, it is corn that



Team GB Olympian

launches trading game

A new web-based trading game

has launched where traders play

against each other on live markets

for a cash prize.

Trade Chase.com operates

under live market conditions, but

has been promoted as

educational, as it requires no set

experience of stock trading to

6 | IndexTrader | September 2012



take part, with the cost to enter an

individual game starting from £1.

Players trade companies,

currencies and commodities using

real-time data and players can buy

trading tools, such as a margin

account, to boost their

performance. Finally, Trade Chase

is heavily integrated with social



has been the best performer, with a

three-month gain of 58.76%, as illustrated

in the S&amp;P GSCI Corn index.

As widely predicted by a range of

analysts, spiking feed grain prices and the

ongoing US crop drought has added

pressure to the GSCI Livestock index which

is now the worst performing major sector

index of the year with a decline of 6.43%

to date.

Standard &amp; Poor’s analysts found that

Hurricane Isaac had little overall impact on

petroleum prices . However, the resulting

excess rain, moving into the US grain belt

which has subsequently delayed

harvesting, contributing to new contract

highs in soybean prices.



media making it the first truly

social financial game.

The site was founded by

Olympic rower Colin Smith with

business partner James Tromans

who wanted to allow users to

experience the excitement of

playing the markets without some

of the risk.

Smith said they wanted to

ensure that Trade Chase was

regulated by the UK Gambling

Commission and, while expensive

and complex, it offered the



greatest protection to customers.

He explained: “The granting of a

UK gambling licence acknowledges

the high standards of compliance

and professionalism that Trade

Chase has adopted.”

It is free to join the website but,

in accordance with UK gambling

laws, players must be 18 or over

and must pass through an

identification process. The

company already has almost 2,000

members who have participated in

the development of the site.

www.index-trader.co.uk



TRADER TALK

UK manufacturing

IndexTrader

decline slows in August TRADING DIARY

The contraction of the UK manufacturing

sector slowed in August, according to the

most recent manufacturing purchasing

managers’ index.

Data published in the Markit/CIPS report

shows the index rose to a four-month high

of 49.5 last month from the 45.2 figure

posted in July. However, a marker below

50 is indicative that the sector is continuing

to shrink.

Last month’s decline in output was

predominantly from the investment goods

sector whereas output rose solidly at

consumer goods producers. Intermediate

goods companies also witnessed a marginal

return to growth.

The main factor underlying the downturn

in production during recent months has

been weak market conditions. Although

August saw inflows of new work hold

broadly steady at July levels, this followed

four consecutive months of contraction.

Manufacturing employment rose slightly

for the second successive month in August.

Payroll numbers were increased at SMEs,

but continued to fall at large-scale producers.

Where an increase in employment was

reported, this mainly reflected ongoing

efforts to clear backlogs of work.

Rob Dobson, senior economist at Markit,

said the marked easing in the rate of

contraction at UK manufacturers is

heartening, if only because last month’s



17 SEPT – 21 SEPT 2012

(All times British Summer Time)

Monday 17 September 2012

0900 hrs Italian Merchandise Trade

1000 hrs European Union Merchandise Trade

1330 hrs US Empire State Manufacturing

Tuesday 18 September 2012

0100 hrs Japanese BOJ announcement

0230 hrs Australian RBA meeting minutes

0930 hrs British CPI

1000 hrs German Centre for EER Survey

1400 hrs US Treasury International Capital

1500 hrs US Housing Market Index



steep pace of decline wasn’t repeated.

He added: “A further slight increase in

employment was also a positive, while the

domestic market held its ground,

particularly in the consumer goods sector.

However, having followed such marked

declines in July, the August readings for

production and new orders do little to

change the underlying picture of a fragile

sector facing enormous headwinds.

“Overall demand remains too lacklustre

to provide an imminent and sustained

recovery, with investment spending still

weak and domestic austerity ongoing.

The performance of the sector is therefore

likely to remain subdued and volatile

until underlying structural imbalances

are resolved.”



Wednesday 19 September 2012

0930 hrs Bank of England MPC minutes

1330 hrs US Housing Statistics

1500 hrs US Existing Home Sales

1530 hrs US EIA Petroleum Status

2345 hrs New Zealand GDP

Thursday 20 September 2012

1250 hrs Japanese Merchandise Trade

0700 hrs German PPI

0930 hrs British Retail Sales

1100 hrs CBI Industrial Trends

1330 hrs US Jobless Claims

1445 hrs US Consumer Comfort Index

1500 hrs US Philadelphia Fed Survey

1530 hrs US Natural Gas EIA Report

2130 hrs US Federal Reserve Balance Sheet

Friday 21 September 2012

1330 hrs Canadian CPI



Investors predict global return to recession

57% of active investors expect the

global economy to fall back in

recession in 2012, while 45%

expect the UK economy to contract

or show no growth.

The TD Global Investor Confidence

study polled 2,000 UK and

expatriate investors to gauge their

outlook for the remainder of the

year.

Equities remained the preferred

investment choice for both income

and growth investors with 46%

and 43% respectively opting for

shares above any other investment

class. Both UK and expat investors

agreed that equities, precious

www.index-trader.co.uk



metals and commodities are the

top three asset classes to invest in

for both income and growth at the

current time.

Stuart Welch, chief executive

officer of TD Direct Investing, said

UK investors have been mindful of

the economic pressures being felt

both in the UK and across the globe.

He added: “Yet the findings

of the survey demonstrate that

their resilience and confidence

to seek out investment

opportunities, particularly in

equities, remains high.”

When it comes to international

markets the poll showed a real



shift of confidence in Europe. In the

2010 survey, 47% of UK investors

said they would be most likely to

invest in Europe in the next 12

months; the latest findings show

just 1% expect Europe (excluding

the UK) to perform well in 2012.

While this illustrates a

significant decline in confidence

in the European markets,

elsewhere confidence is more

positive. In particular, UK and expat

investors share the same

expectations that Asia will perform

the best over the next 12 months

(48%), followed by the USA (16%)

and Australia (9%).
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TRADER TALK

Crop prices to move higher

despite stability of ‘Agri index’



BY ROB LANGSTON

The US drought has continued to force up

food prices over the past couple of months.

Prices leapt over the summer although

rainfall has now begun to help affected

states. This however may be too little, too

late and is unlikely to have a big impact on

current prices.

Despite this, there may yet be signs that

prices could be set to fall longer-term after

the publication of the latest export forecast

from the US Department of Agriculture.

Released at the end of August, the data

revealed agricultural exports were set to

reach record levels in 2012 and 2013.



set in 2011. At the same time, the forecast

for fiscal 2012 is revised upward to a

near-record $136.5 billion. Since 2009,

US agricultural exports have made gains

of 50%.”

Additionally, the impact of the drought

on farm prices may have begun to slow. At

the end of August, the US Department of

Agriculture revealed crop prices had

increased by 1.1% during August compared

with a 6% month-on-month increase

during July.

Index operator Standard &amp; Poor’s noted

that the agriculture had shown signs of

stabilising during August, despite being the

best-performing sector over the summer,



‘EVEN WITH TOUGH ODDS DUE TO

EXTREME WEATHER, US AGRICULTURE IS

NOW POISED FOR THREE CONSECUTIVE

YEARS OF RECORD EXPORTS’

TOM VILSACK, US AGRICULTURE SECRETARY



US agriculture secretary Tom Vilsack

said: “Even with tough odds due to extreme

weather, US agriculture is now poised for

three consecutive years of record exports,

smashing all previous records and putting

America’s agricultural sector on pace to

achieve President Obama’s goal under the

National Export Initiative of doubling

exports by the end of 2014.

“Exports of US food and agricultural

products are expected to reach $143.5

billion in fiscal 2013, well above the record

8 | IndexTrader | September 2012



with the S&amp;P GSCI Agriculture index up

33.7% over three months. Yet, for the time

being at least, prices are expected to increase.

According to the Department of

Agriculture, producers received higher

prices for corn, milk, eggs, and soybeans in

August. Compared with a year ago, prices

for cattle, calves, and turkeys are all higher,

while prices for milk, hogs, and eggs are

lower than last year.

In the World Bank’s Food Price Watch

report in August, it noted its Food Price



index had “soared by 10% in July”, fuelled

by an increase in the price of maize (corn)

– of which the US is one of the largest

producers – and wheat, which both

increased by 25%. The World Bank expects

prices to continue to increase as global stocks

remain low and decline further this year.

“In the longer-run, prices are expected to

remain high and volatile as a consequence

of increasing supply uncertainties,

increasing demand from a growing

population, and the low responsiveness of

the food system,” it reports.

But in the US, at least, there is a room for

the government to introduce measures to

try and control price increases.

News from the Obama administration

seems positive as well, as agriculture

secretary Tom Vilsack pledges to introduce

measures to support the country’s farmers

with measures that will help production.

Grazing land has, of course, also been

hit by drought. To try and offset this,

the US government has taken a number

of measures to help support livestock

farmers, the latest of which includes

opening up conservation reserve

programme land for foraging.

Separately, the US government has come

under pressure to abandon corn-based

ethanol to help bring prices for the crop

down. Criticism of the ethanol production,

which has been targeted to reach 15 billion

US gallons by 2015, has intensified with

rising food prices, although there seems to

be little consensus that cutting ethanol

production and mixing with gasoline would

lead to a drop in corn prices.

www.index-trader.co.uk



POINT

SPREAD



*



ACROSS THE GLOBE

WALL ST



|



FTSE 100



GERMANY 30



|



| FRANCE 40



AUSTRALIA 200



Trade today at

www.cityindex.co.uk/theglobe

*1 point spread available during market hours on daily funded trades &amp; daily future

spread bets and CFDs (excluding futures).

Spread betting and CFD trading can result in losses greater than your initial deposit.
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TRADING DIARY

24 SEPT – 28 SEPT 2012

(All times British Summer Time)

Monday 24 September

1330hrs US National Activity Index

Tuesday 25 September

0745 hrs French Business Climate Indicator

1330 hrs Canadian Retail Sales

1400 hrs US S&amp;P/Case Shiller HPI

1500 hrs US Consumer Confidence

1500 hrs US Manufacturing Index



Master’s degree launched

for retail traders

Professional traders can now take a

Master’s degree in the discipline after the

University of Hertfordshire confirmed the

course launch this month.

The MSc in Proprietary Trading has been

launched by the higher education

institution in partnership with Futex,

making the course the first internationally

recognised post-graduate degree in futures

trading by a UK university.

Professor Quintin McKellar, vicechancellor of the University of

Hertfordshire, said the qualification is a

‘new model’ in the sector, designed with the

practicalities of the business world in mind.

He added: “We hope students will benefit

from this unique and useful degree where

academic learning and hands-on experience,

support and feed into each other.”

David Dukes, director at Futex



IndexTrader
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Investment and Trading Academy said the

University of Hertfordshire was an obvious

choice for a partner because of its highlyregarded economics department.

He continued: “We are both dedicated to

delivering a course of unrivalled

opportunity and scope to give graduates a

real head start in the financial markets.”

The MSc Proprietary Trading is open to

eligible students in the UK and Europe with

a tuition fee of £16,000.

Student traders start with an intensive 12

weeks on the trading floor at Futex and

learn the theory relating to the global

economy, markets and policy from

University of Hertfordshire academics.

The development of the bespoke MSc in

Proprietary Trading was facilitated by the

University owned business support

company, Exemplas.
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2345 hrs US Merchandise Trade report

Wednesday 26 September

0900 hrs Italian Retail Sales

1100 hrs CBI Distributive Trades

1300 hrs German CPI

1500 hrs US Home Sales
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COMPANIES



FIRST IN

FAST OUT

While the FTSE Eurofirst 300 climbed to 1,110 last

month, trading this index is certainly not for the

faint-hearted, as Joe McGrath discovers



W



ith the FTSE Eurofirst 300 hitting a

13-month high in the middle of

August, it was inevitable that there

had to be a fall, given the ongoing uncertainty

in Europe.

The index – which is comprised of 312 of

Europe’s largest and most liquid equities – hit

1,110.16 by the middle of last month. Ironically

– given the delicate fiscal situation in the

country –this was driven predominantly by

Spanish stocks.

This strength wasn’t to last though, with

the index eventually easing back amid analyst

second-guessing of European Central Bank

(ECB) actions.

Given that the last time we saw the index

nudge over the 1,100 level – March 2012 – there

was a subsequent descent, what followed was a

decline of 150 points after the index hit the

psychologically important marker.

However, given the fact a retracement back

to 1,100 then followed, should traders perhaps

be looking at the potential for further gains in

the index? Maybe not. However, there are

other ways of playing the index.

The FTSE Eurofirst 300 is one of three FTSE

Eurofirst indices that aims to chart the

performance of the European region as a whole,



across 19 industry sectors. The index was

created in September 2004 and has its top 10

holdings in France, Germany, Spain and the UK.

Banks are the largest sector constituent in

the index at (14.2%), followed by oil and gas

(10.9%), healthcare (9.6%), industrial goods

(9.1%) and food &amp; drink (7.9%).

Financial services (excluding banks) and

property are the least represented in the index,

both accounting for less than 1%. Only the

UK (3) and Switzerland (2) have listed

companies in the top five holdings in the

index by percentage.



TRADING THE INDEX



Joe Bond, vice president of broker Abshire

Smith, says there is the potential for investors

to book profit as the index is likely to tread

water for a while; however there are other

ways to trade on the current volatility.

He says: “The on-going uncertainty has led

to thin volumes as traders have ‘sat on their

hands,’ waiting on key events such as speeches

by Merkel or ECB’s Draghi for direction. Thin

volumes and uncertainty are not good for

investors without a strong appetite for risk.

“The risk profile of a European index has to

be taken into consideration. If you believe you



INDEX CONSTITUENT: NESTLE GROUP

Nestle Group is the largest

constituent in the FTSE

Eurofirst 300 (2.9%). The Swiss

company employs 330,000

people in over 150 countries and

has 461 sites in 83 countries. In

2011, Nestle’s sales stood at

£55.3 billion.

The company released its first

half results last month, which
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showed underlying sales up 6.6%

– higher than the 6.3% originally

forecast by analysts. The

performance was primarily down

to volume growth - something

which is apparently unique in the

sector right now.

The company said growth had

primarily come from increased

demand in emerging markets and



passing the cost of raw materials

to customers.

Nestle managed to navigate

the difficulties faced by the

increasing cost of cereals, dairy

and sugar and even promised

more for the second half of the

year, saying the pressures from

higher commodity prices would

most likely ease.



Nestle’s underlying sales

were up 6.6% for the

first six months of 2012
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FTSE EUROFIRST 300



Top five country weightings by %

UK 31.13%

France 17.03%

Germany 13.68%

Switzerland 12.54%

Spain 5.68%



are struggling to call the direction or that the

potential volatility is not for you, then perhaps

sitting on the side-lines and monitoring the

index for now is best.

“A different view would be look globally and

trade a correlated index. Record low borrowing

rates and the expected stimulus (QE3) being

all but a done deal have pushed the S&amp;P 500 to

a four-year high and there is a degree of

correlation with the FTSE Eurofirst 300.”

While analysts and traders have been

hanging on every word of ECB president Mario

Draghi, the ongoing debate between countries

about how to resolve the eurozone crisis hasn’t

yet completed.

But while talk of bond buying may remove

the tail risk of an implosion in Europe and the

bankruptcy of banks and sovereigns, it is not a

universal remedy, says CMC Markets’ senior

market analyst Michael Hewson.

He explains: “It does not change the outlook

for growth in Europe which remains bleak.

This, in itself, will temper the upside in terms

of company valuations relative to earnings.

This suggests that forecast earnings are likely

to be revised down in the coming months,

which in itself will limit gains.

“One of the most common ways to hedge

against losses when policymakers interfere in

the normal functioning of markets is that

investors hedge against price falls by selling

the underlying index if they have core longs in

underlying equities.”



INDEX CONSTITUENT: HSBC

HSBC is the second largest

constituent in the FTSE Eurofirst

300 index representing 2.3% of

the overall index value.

The bank, which has 6,900

offices around the world, reported

a rise in pre-tax profits of 11% in

its most recent half year profits

on 10 August. However, underlying

pre-tax profits were down 3%
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at £6.68 billion (US $10.6 billion).

This was attributed to a strong

performance in the faster-growing

regions of Hong Kong, Asia Pacific and

Latin America.The company has also

made notable efforts to increase its

core tier one (CT1) capital ratio since

the credit crunch, now boasting a CT1

ratio of 11.3% - up from 10.1% at the

end of 2011.



HSBC reported underlying first half

pre-tax profits down 3%
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COMMODITIES



Think dig

With miners making consecutive redundancy

announcements in recent weeks, James Redgrave

investigates what’s ahead in September



T



heir strong correlation to macroeconomic events makes the

outlook for mining stocks hardest

to gauge in times of unusually frequent

policy announcements by major economies,

or periods of unusually unpredictable

economic data.

These factors not only affect share prices

directly, they make the companies involved

act unpredictably, adding to the difficulties

for investors.

Mining is so closely tied to the world

economy because the value of the principlemined commodities is entirely sensitive to

factors like GDP data and consumer

confidence. Such figures indicate demand

over the short to medium term.

All of which makes mining a volatile

sector, however you try to access it, and

more so now than usually.

“The fact is,” says Hargreaves Lansdown

analyst Keith Bowman. “The mining sector

acts as the barometer for the world

economy. “It is particularly sensitive to

global economic factors and there are plenty

of those coming up in the next few weeks.”

Take Q3 so far this year. A relatively quiet

August so far has seen a rebound in the

Mining Almanac Index, made up of the

sector’s 16 largest companies globally by

market cap.

But July (like June before it) saw a

significant drop of about 6% in the index as
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commodity prices reacted to the overall

trend towards negative or muted growth,

employment and consumer confidence

figures from the US, Europe and China.

These stock movements were particularly

affected by the fall in Chinese GDP growth

in July, which frightened exporters and saw

copper prices fall 4.16% and iron ore 5.3%.

This was felt most profoundly in Australia,

the largest exporter of coal and metals to

China, and those mining companies

providing them have responded with scale

backs to their businesses.

Rio Tinto, Xstrata and BHP Billiton –

through its Australian based Billiton

Mitsubishi Alliance (BMA) – have all

announced job cuts.

BMA and Rio have admitted 100 and 70

Australian jobs are to go respectively, while

Xstrata has yet to specify a number.

Despite this, copper went on to rally

slightly in the past month, up 3.15%, while

the price of iron ore went into free fall on

fears of continuing reduced demand from

China, and was down 15% by 31 August.

The unpredictability is partially because

the industry is anticipating various

monetary and fiscal stimuli by world

governments, which leaves the tentative

recovery vulnerable to disappointment

both by what powers central banks choose

to exercise and the extent to which they

exercise them.



The next two weeks will be precarious

for mining stock and mined commodity

investors, who will wait on the outcome of a

US Federal decision on a further round of

quantitative easing, with its potential to

inflate commodity prices.

The European Central Bank will, at

around the same time, announce a decision

on a continent-wide bond buyback scheme,

the value of which, and extent in terms of

types of assets purchased, could buoy or

depress most equity markets, and certainly

those tied to commodity exports.

It will also see major, nationwide surveys

of purchasing managers at companies by

the Chinese and US governments, whose

sentiment traditionally has a significant

effect on commodity prices.

Another blow to the mining industry

during August was the commencement of

indefinite industrial action in South Africa at

platinum producer Lonmin’s Marikana mine.

This has continued for a fortnight and the

death of about 40 people in a clash between

strikers and workers attempting to cross the

picket has made the prospect of short term

reconciliation unlikely.

At the time of writing, a shareholder vote

on a proposed merger between Xstrata and

Glencore had not taken place and was

scheduled for 7 September. It was originally

predicted to fall through, however, with

Glencore’s bid deemed unacceptable by a

Qatari sovereign wealth fund that is likely

to have the casting vote.

James Redgrave is editor of Plan

Sponsor Europe
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TIME TO TECH NOTICE?

With Facebook’s woes now well-documented,

Jennifer Lowe investigates why fund managers are

queuing up to buy shares in social media firms



T



echnology, a sector that once struck

fear into the hearts of investors, is

back with a vengeance, playing the

starring role in our everyday lives, not to

mention the opening ceremony of the 2012

Olympics.

Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the UK inventor of

the web, was present and ‘tweeting’ at the

event that was watched by billions of
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people worldwide. But the evolution of the

tech sector isn’t over yet – the rise of cloud

computing and the growing popularity of

smartphones will have a similar impact to

that brought about by the invention of the

personal computer and the subsequent rise

of Microsoft and Intel.

Matthew Griffin, managing director of

the BNY Mellon American fund, warns that



these companies now face being unseated

from their positions of market dominance.

He says: “Already a challenge to

traditional client server technology, cloud

computing allows companies to present

their products and services to a global

audience at a fraction of the cost of current

offerings.

“Amazon Web Services (AWS) has been

offering IT infrastructure services to

businesses in the form of web services since

2006, with the low-cost and scalable

offering now available in 190 countries.

Apple with its iCloud is another company
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that has given impetus to the development

of ‘cloud’ services.”

Key benefits of the cloud are that

businesses no longer need to plan for and

procure servers and it also protects online

businesses with an ‘always on’ philosophy,

guaranteeing services will never suffer

a temporary loss of power. In fact, Griffin

goes so far as to suggest that employees

will eventually report to virtual offices,

with locally installed applications

becoming obsolete.

“Mobility and agility are key concepts in

the next phase of computing innovation.

Being able to extract data effortlessly from

cloud-based applications will be an

important component of agility. Even

individual users are expected to come to

favour online storage over, say, flash drives,

to access their data,” he adds.



ENTICING DEVICES



Analysts predict that the mobility theme

will drive the adoption of video, social

networking and mobile payments – services

that sit on top of mobile devices and are

enabled by the internet. Companies expect

at least 80% of mobile devices to be ‘smart’

and that, ultimately, there will be more of

these devices than people on the planet.

It is this theme that is having the biggest

impact on the media and entertainment

industry, obliterating the old working

models in place for the music, publishing

and film industries.

Movies and television shows are now

more accessible through streaming to

digital devices and news, books and

magazines are also moving to mobile

phones and tablets. In fact, in May Amazon

revealed that it now sells more ebooks than

hard and paperback books combined.

However, last month saw the first major

battle in the smartphone market, with

technology giant Apple claiming that

Samsung had ‘copied’ features of the iPhone

for their mobile phones.

Samsung is Apple’s biggest rival and the

world’s biggest technology manufacturer.

Apple felt the resemblance of some of the

features of devices like the Samsung Galaxy

to the iPhone were so close that it launched

a patent attack.

On August 24 an American jury agreed

that Samsung had infringed six patents

and, as a result, the rival firm was ordered

to pay more than $1bn in damages.

When the Apple iPhone was launched into

the market in 2007 it revolutionised the

mobile phone market and fast became the

top-selling smartphone. It propelled Apple to

the world’s most valuable company with a

market cap of more than $630bn (£398.3bn).
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Google HQ: Google’s shares traded down

1.4% last month after the verdict in the

Apple v Samsung patent case



APPLE’S RECORD IS GOOGLE’S

THREAT



Last month’s verdict saw Apple’s shares hit a

new record of almost $681 in the

immediate aftermath and Samsung shares

fall by 8% in overnight trading.

The fallout even hit internet giant

Google, with shares in the firm dipping

1.4% on worries for its Android mobile

platform.

Of course, this could be labelled a ‘minor

blip’ as 39% of adults now own a

smartphone, a 12 percentage point increase

on 2010, according to Ofcom’s

Communications Market Report 2012.

42% of these admit that their

smartphone is the most important device

for accessing the internet with 42%

regularly using social networking sites and

51% using email.

The research found that smartphones are

leading to a substitution between devices

with those profiled saying that they are

now using PC and laptops less for a range of

activities, such as watching video clips,

since getting a smartphone.

The new-style mobile is also

revolutionising the way that people shop

with more than half of smartphone users

claiming to use their device when they

were out and about on the high street to

take photos of products, make online price

comparisons, read product reviews and

scan barcodes to get product information.

As well as tablets such as the iPad and

Samsung Galaxy Tab, internet connecting

‘smart TV’s’ are the latest must-have

gadget, with 5% of UK households now

owning one.



Dmitry Solomakhin, portfolio manager

of the Fidelity Gunfds Global Technology

fund, says: “Technology is about innovation

and enabling change and, at this point in

time, we are seeing several technology

innovation cycles across both the consumer

and enterprise areas.

“There are several secular trends in

technology worth considering such as

mobile, cloud and big data; the sector will

also be boosted by growth in emerging

markets.”

In emerging markets, industrial

expansion, rising wealth and increasing

populations have ramped up the demand

for technology.

According to PricewaterhouseCooper

(PwC), historically most firms in advanced

economies modernised inside the

framework of a domestic strategy, growing

first within their own borders and then

replicating their business elsewhere.

Today’s emerging economies, however,

are doing so at a time when technology

has made it much easier to gain access to

global capital, talent and other resources,

allowing them to instantly plan for a

global market.

John Sviokla, partner within the strategy

and innovation advisory group at PwC,

says: “Governments in these countries are

nurturing growth by leveraging state-of-the

art technologies as they build out their

‘hard’ infrastructure - from high-speed

transport systems to ultra-fast wireless

networks.

“Of course, these nations often still

struggle with building the effective ‘soft’

infrastructures seen in the West, such as
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When the Apple’s iPhone launched in 2007

it propelled Apple to the world’s most

valuable company with a market cap of

more than $630bn (£398.3bn)



transparent regulation and accountable

public administration. But new digital

technologies, especially mobile

communications, are helping firms and

their customers steer around such

bottlenecks.”

The PwC report, The New Digital

Economy: How it will transform business,

compiled with Oxford Economics, found

that alongside the themes already

mentioned – mobility, cloud computing –

social media has also become a cultural

phenomenon.

Facebook now has more than 650 million

users and Twitter’s volume of visitors is

rising at a rate of 80% a year. In spite of this,

the PwC report reveals a debate among

executives over the business value of

social media.

31% of respondents believe social media

will have the greatest impact of any

technology on their business, yet 35%

consider social media to be irrelevant.

A growing number of firms, including the

likes of GE Energy, Forbes and security

software provider AVG are using social

media to build brand awareness and

customer loyalty, particularly as part of their

business strategy in the emerging markets.



FACEBOOK’S LEGACY



Facebook’s IPO earlier this year left little to

celebrate, with analysts warning that at

$100bn it was significantly overvalued. Its

latest results were equally unimpressive.

David Wain-Happy, operations director

at social media specialist firm Best

Response Social, says: “The jury is still out

on whether Facebook can be sufficiently

monetised to justify its insane valuation.
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Facebook urgently needs to figure out how

its advertisers can best monetise its user

base, and that’s the great unknown.

“Just how are people willing to spend

money when they are socialising online?

This is the billion dollar question to which

nobody yet has an answer. What is very

clear is that Facebook needs to make a huge

and concerted push into mobile. Mobile is

the future but for the time being it is acting

as a fundamental drag on the stock.”

Research carried out by The Share

Centre goes as far as to warn traders off

rushing into newly floated companies as



all recently decided to float on the

stockmarket and as a result of scepticism

surrounding their valuations, each of them

are trading at 20% lower than their initial

IPO pricing.

Linkedin, however, has been the

exception to the rule and is currently

trading at $107 a share, 234.4% above its

strike price of $32.

Kenneth Wisnefski, serial web

entrepreneur and founder and CEO of

WebiMax, the top rated SEO firm in the

United States and Australia, says:

“LinkedIn, the business to business answer



‘59% OF US IPOS THAT LAUNCHED IN 2011

SAW A DECREASE IN SHARE PRICE’

SOURCE: THE SHARE CENTRE



59% of US IPOs that launched in 2011 saw

a decrease in share price.

Sheridan Admans, investment research

manager at The Share Centre, says: “With a

high level of volatility in the markets it is

difficult to anticipate how the stocks will

fare and what the future holds for the newly

floated companies. It is important to look at

the reasons for floating and the company’s

future plans for growth.

“We believe it is beneficial to the investor

to wait until the stock has been in the public

focus for some time and monitor share price

activity, as hype tends to detract from

valuation. It is often too early to make a

judgement on the initial activity of a stock

and there are normally other plays within

the sectors with a proven track record.”

Facebook, Zynga, Groupon and Pandora



to Facebook, has seen rampant growth in

the short term due to some very well

planned strategic monetisation

programmes that have been put in place.

“Its immediate rise in value suggests

investors are hungry for new media stocks

and are more focused on the hype that the

pure valuation.”

But as the pace of our everyday lives

continues to accelerate, the constant

demands we are placing on technology

providers to meet our needs is higher than

it has ever been before. It seems the boom

investors mistakenly backed in the late

1990s is finally here and is gathering

momentum at lightening speed.

Jennifer Lowe is a journalist with the

Financial Times group
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ECONOMIST | JOHN REDWOOD



DRAG’ RACING

With different eurozone nations taking repackaged

reassurances from the ECB president, John Redwood

warns of a choppy few weeks for markets ahead

European Central Bank (ECB)

president Mario Draghi has

recently tried to find a way to

strengthen the Euro. He thinks

making Euro member states choose

between belonging to a country called

Euroland or leaving the currency altogether

is too stark a choice.

He thinks there is a middle ground where

they can have a single currency without a

single government and single budget. So

how does he think this can be brought

about? He is realistic enough to say the

present framework “left the Euro area

insufficiently equipped to ensure sound

economic policies and effectively manage

crises”. He recognises that there has to be a

way of imposing some financial discipline

on the states that are borrowing too much

and a way of harnessing the financial

muscle of the states that have relatively

strong finances. He says there does need to

be more common government, but it can

fall short of a proper unified state with

major transfers of cash from rich to poor.

He seeks, when speaking to the Germans

“true oversight over national budgets.” He

recently stated: “The consequences of

misguided fiscal policies in a monetary

union are too severe to remain self policed

…we need guarantees of competitiveness…

“The euro area is not a nation state where

persistent cross regional subsidies have

sufficient popular support…there need to

be powers at the centre to limit excessive

risk taking by banks… there also needs to

be a framework for bank resolution…”

But it’s not just the Germans who are

benefitting from his words of wisdom.



SPANISH SHUFFLE



When speaking in Spain, this rhetoric

becomes creating four building blocks for a

“Genuine Economic and Monetary Union”.

“1) An integrated financial framework, a so
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IF THE EURO IS TO

WORK IT MAY TAKE

SUBSTANTIAL

TRANSFERS FROM

RICH TO POOR, AS

WELL AS A COMMON

FISCAL AND

BANKING POLICY

called banking union; 2) a form of fiscal

union that recognises our deep economic

interdependence and the need for collective

action; 3) an economic union that supports

the competitiveness of the Euro area as a

whole... and 4) a political union”.

He is describing the same agenda in

different terms to audiences who want very

different things. There is, however, at the

heart of Mr Draghi’s two versions - an



inherent contradiction on the issue of

subsidies and transfer payments around

the union.

The language in Spain implies they are

on the agenda, and the language in

Germany says they are not:

“Economic interdependence and the

need for collective action” implies solidarity

payments from rich to poor, when he is

telling the German audience they will not

have to make such permanent payments.

Which is it to be? The answer will then

tell us how tough the budget discipline on

each member state has to be. There remains

the small issue of how the EU manages to

impose the discipline.

If the Euro is to work it may take

substantial transfers from rich to poor, as

well as a common fiscal and banking policy.

It means German surpluses have to be

partly taxed away for the benefit of the

poorer areas, with the rest transferred by

the banking system to where they are

needed. At the moment the ECB is acting as

an important intermediary using surpluses

from Germany and other surplus countries

to finance the weaker states through their

banking systems.

The politicians are trying to get Spain

and even Italy to accept the need for an

IMF/EU bail out with proper financial

conditions attaching to the loans. They

think this will exert more financial

discipline over these states and reassure the

Germans who will then be more willing to

help finance them. Meanwhile, Greece is

finding it difficult to hit the latest targets for

controlling its finances. The next few weeks

could prove testing times again for markets,

as these perennial problems of the Euro

come to the surface for more discussion and

attempted resolution.

John Redwood is investment committee

chairman at Evercore Pan Asset
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DOWN FOR

WHATEVER

With traders still awaiting the detail of ECB plans to resolve

the eurozone crisis, Elizabeth Pfeuti assesses the

opportunities over the coming four weeks



I



talian men are not renowned for their

sincerity (Casanova, Berlusconi, etc.)

but when Mario Draghi, president of the

European Central Bank (ECB) announced

on 26 July he would do “whatever it takes

to save the euro” markets believed him and

things got better.

More than a month on, we are still

waiting for this “whatever” to come into

effect or even a schedule to take shape, but

even so, the situation seems a little more

cheery than the stomach-churning days of

late June.

What has happened over the past month

– and why are we not panicking again?

Analysts at Deutsche Bank explain: “In

Europe, the ‘Draghi plan’ for the ECB and

European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)

to provide coordinated support for peripheral

bond markets has reduced the tail risk of

Spain and/or Italy losing access to market

funding. Crucially, the plan forces countries

to formally request support in exchange for a

commitment to delivering reforms.”

Unlike the desperate days of the Greek

bailout, there is now structure around the



THE EURO

Key trading dates – Sept 2012

12 September

EU Industrial Production report

German CPI

13 September

US Federal Open Market Committee Meeting

US Treasury Budget

14 September

ECB Harmonised index of consumer prices

17 September

EU Merchandise Trade report

27 September

EMU M3 Money Supply

ECB Economic Sentiment report
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support offered to struggling countries.

Central financial institutions will use their

firepower to buy up bonds issued by

governments – and some even think

important private sector employers – to

prevent yields flying sky high, creating a

vicious circle for indebted countries.

The ECB is also no longer alone. The

European Stability Mechanism (ESM),

alongside the EFSF, can further support

through buying new debt issued by

countries in financial strife.

A recent meeting between the Spanish

and French leaders brought further support

for Draghi’s plan. President Francois

Hollande of France said he was “committed

to the irreversibility of the euro”. Spanish

prime minister, Mariano Rajoy,

demonstrated the pain his country was

feeling: “We have to end the situation in

which countries finance themselves at 0%

and others at very high rates.”

None of this was surprising (Spain is

likely to be next to tap the ECB’s resources

and Hollande, with the poorest popularity

ratings of any French leader after 100 days,

could do with a bit of good PR) but it did

provide a boost for markets. “We expect

Spain and Italy to formally request support

over the coming months,” wrote Deutsche

Bank analysts. But note: this is no longer

seen as the frantic and ‘last resort’ action

that surrounded the rescue of quasibankrupt Greece.

So far, so positive, but how has this

affected currency markets and, more

importantly for investors, how will this

affect them in the short to medium term?



CURRENCY SUPPORT



The euro has not resurged against any

major currency yet, but at least it has

stopped falling – for now. Andrey Dirgin,

head of research at Forex Club, says the

ECB’s plans to buy Spanish bonds will help

support the euro in the long-term by



reducing yields and removing the risk of

sovereign default for the country.

He explains: “If the regulator steps up to

the market, it could remove speculative

pressure from bonds. Nevertheless, there

are still no clear details for the coming

interventions. It will be very important to

see whether the bond buying programme

will be limited - this should determine the

level of success.”

The question of how big this “whatever”

is continues to play at the back of most

market participants’ minds, but they seem

to have patience with Mario for now.

John Kicklighter, chief strategist at Daily

FX, says that seeing the ECB actually buy

bonds again is the first step.

He says: “The next consideration is

breadth of the programme. If they are

ambitious enough, they will fulfil

expectations that they could set target yields

for countries (to buy potentially unlimited

bonds in order to ensure specific interest

rates). That would be the most influential,

bullish outcome for the euro and all risk

trends tied to the euro area’s stability.”
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ADVERTORIAL



“Back to School”

trading lessons

By Kathleen Brooks, Research Director, FOREX.com



 



Mark Holman, managing partner at

fixed-income specialist Twenty Four Asset

Management, adds that bringing three-year

bonds below the 3% marker would be a

“fair” objective.

He says: “This is important because when

Spanish yields are at 6% or 7%, this does

not mean that Spain is paying this rate, it

merely reflects where the debt is trading - it

is only when a refinancing operation takes

place (most weeks in Spain’s case) that

Spain actually has to pay this yield and feels

the cost as a hit to the economy and its

deficit.”

Before we all get too carried away,

however, not everyone is keen on the idea

of the ECB wielding its ‘Big Bazooka’ to get

the region out of trouble. Take Germany, for

instance. Its Bundesbank has criticised the

theory because it would reward countries

without requiring them to take any

consolidation.

Brenda Kelly, senior market strategist at

CMC Markets explains: “It would appear at

this juncture that the markets believe that

Draghi will ignore any detractors and focus

www.index-trader.co.uk



The holidays are

over, the suitcase is

packed away for

another year and harsh reality

comes back with a bang. This is

also what happens in the

financial markets at the end of

each summer. After an

extremely quiet August when

traders leave their desks for a

couple of weeks and politicians

in Europe and the US take their

holidays, September is upon us

and this time it’s busy.

From a fundamental

perspective there is lots of

event risk - especially in the

currency bloc - that could have

big implications for the

direction of the euro,

commodities and stocks. The

ECB meeting on the 6th

September was just the start.

Dutch elections, the German

Constitutional Court ruling on

the legality of the long-term

rescue fund the ESM and

another Troika visit to Greece

are all on the cards. In the US

we have a Fed meeting and

after the Democratic and

Republican conventions,

Presidential election fever

should start to heat up.



For those of you with more

of a technical leaning then the

busy fundamental calendar

has benefits for you too.

Fundamental events generate

interest in trading, which

generates volume, volatility

and potential profit. After

rallying for most of the

summer, assets like the euro,

European and US stocks and

commodities started to hit

some metaphorical walls as we

moved to the end of August.

The SPX wasn’t able to extend

the 1,400 highs in any

meaningful way, and it ended

the summer stuck in a fairly

tight range. The same was true

of Brent crude oil and gold.

This month should tell us

whether these are mediumterm highs and the autumn

chill brings with it a wave of

selling, or if markets can

extend those gains and try to

make fresh highs for the year.

September is also the end of

the third quarter. Will markets

rally into the end of the year? A

lot will be decided on how

assets perform in September.

Added to that, markets tend

to rally in the lead up to a

US Presidential election.

We will have to see if they can

do so this time. One thing is for

sure, for traders too eager to

get back after the summer

break, September could be a

volatile month.

Get the latest market insight

and research to support your

trading decisions from our

expert team at FOREX.com



Forex and other leveraged trading can involve significant risk of loss. It is not

suitable for all investors and you should make sure you understand the risks

involved, seeking independent advice if necessary.

FOREX.com is a trading name of GAIN Capital - FOREX.com UK Limited and is authorised and regulated

by the Financial Services Authority. FSA No. 190864
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on embarking on what he refers to as

‘exceptional measures’ in a ploy that is

intended to save the single currency.”

Despite mutterings from Germany, there

has been definite confidence in currency

markets. Kelly said since the Draghi

announcement EUR/USD has staged

something of a bullish move, bouncing

sharply off a base of 1.2050 and testing

resistance of 1.2600 more recently. She

added that a break of 1.2615 could

potentially target the June highs at 1.2750.

Dirgin at Forex Club said it looked like

currency markets were attempting to price

in the possibility of an ECB intervention

now as the Euro had held up “unusually

well” since Draghi’s grand announcement.

He added: “If macroeconomic statistics

don’t show much negativity, EUR/USD will

have every chance of testing at 1.2780.

After that, traders will probably need to

take a breath and wait for the German

constitutional court to make a decision on

the future of the ESM.”



MAKING THE TRADE



So how can investors take advantage of the

current confident air? Safe haven flow has

trickled into German bonds so there may be

a sharp correction to the downside with

opportunities presenting themselves in the

peripheral bond market.

Similarly, the euro may well make a

move to the upside, especially if we see

some dovish comments and poor economic

data coming out of the USA.

Outside of the direct currency exchanges,

CMC’s Brenda Kelly says the effect on

markets should primarily be one of ‘risk-on’.

She says: “One could expect to see a move

higher in the high beta stocks such as the

banking sector as well as basic resources.”

This move back to risk was seconded by

Steve Collins, head of dealing at boutique

asset manager London &amp; Capital. He said

the dollar was likely to depreciate as a

result of a probably “risk-on trade

benefiting emerging markets and their

currencies”.

Collins said: “The euro should be a

beneficiary too as [Draghi’s plan] will

remove a major pressure point in Europe. It

will buy more time for the politicians to

work on fiscal union and growth packages.”

As ever though, timing is everything.

Daily FX analyst Kicklighter adds:

“Expectations of a reactivated programme

will fade the longer it takes to make

tangible progress. In turn, fear that the

euro area crisis will flare up will weigh the

euro and general risk trends (and those

currencies that follow sentiment – like the

higher yielding AUD).”
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With Federal Reserve chairman Ben

Bernanke providing vague signals of

further quantitative easing in the USA

during his late-August speech at Jackson

Hole, the near-term outlook for the euro

appears positive.

However, it is a tougher job to anticipate

the medium-to-long term trend as the

positive news from bond buying must be

matched by positive news in deficitreduction programmes.

Countries seeking emergency funds from

European institutions must formally request

support and commit to reforms by signing a

Memorandum of Understanding with the

EU. The next big question will be: Can the

Spanish and Italian economies succeed

where the Greeks have so far failed?

Greece has found it difficult to grow its

economy and meet budget deficit targets;

indeed it has just passed an additional

€12.5bn of cuts in order to receive the next



bailout payment. Spain and Italy, with

much larger economies and outstanding

debt, provide a bigger test for policymakers

and the stability of the single currency.

Andrew Bosomworth, managing director

at PIMCO, warns: “The ESM will have a

lending capacity of €500bn. While large,

that sum pales relative to the annual

borrowing requirements of the Spanish and

Italian central governments.

“Add on other countries that may need

more official sector financing – a third

round for Greece, a second for Portugal, a

first for Cyprus or Slovenia – and the fund’s

resources could be exhausted quickly.”

Currency traders should remain vigilant

though as while the bond buying

programme looks promising but it may turn

out to be more pancetta than panacea.

Elizabeth Pfeuti is the European editor of

specialist investment title ai-CIO



PERFORMANCE OF USD/EUR



What the graph shows: period from 1 August – 31 August 2012. Source: Oanda.com
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US DOLLAR

Key trading dates – Sept 2012

11 September 2012

US International Trade figures

12 September 2012

US import and export price report

EIA Petroleum Status report

US Wholesale Trade update

13 September 2012

US Jobless Claims

US Producer Price Index

FOMC meeting

US Treasury Budget

Federal Reserve balance sheet update

14 September 2012

US CPI

US Retail Sales

US Consumer Sentiment

US Business Inventories

18 September 2012

US Treasury International Capital

US Housing Market Index



With Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke rarely out

of the headlines of late, Joe McGrath considers the impact

of his forthcoming decisions on the US dollar



A



fter last week’s ECB governing

council meeting and the release of

the latest US non-farm payrolls

data, attention has shifted to the Fed

meeting scheduled for Thursday and Friday

this week.

Until recently, the US dollar had been

trading strongly. That was until it started to

slip back on the expectation of further Fed

easing, which lead the greenback back

down to two-month lows.

But traders were left wanting when

Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke

failed to confirm a third round of

quantitative easing in his speech at the

Jackson Hole Economic Symposium.

The news triggered a wave of analyst

predictions that the Federal Open Market

Committee (FOMC) would preserve its

current policy until a clearer correlation on

US employment data was known.

Lior Alkalay, senior analyst at eToro, said

the performance of the dollar in recent

weeks against the euro has been strong, but

this doesn’t tell the full story.

He said: “The dollar gained

approximately 3.4% and 2% against the

euro and the yen respectively but this is

more related to the weakness of Europe and

Japan rather than the strength of the dollar.
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“The US dollar performed poorly against

all other majors losing an average of 1.8% mainly those oriented with commodities,

such as the Aussie and Canadian dollar.”

Alkalay added that the dollar’s fortunes

will continue to be governed by the

domestic employment situation over the

coming weeks.

He explained: “US data, especially that

related to employment and growth, will be

crucial for the performance of the dollar

against its peers. If we will see

unemployment starting to surge above

8.5% (currently we are at 8.3%) or growth

slowing below 1.2% year on year then the

Fed could move to act.

“If we see unemployment surging above

9% or growth below 1%, this will be

extremely negative for the dollar. However,

if employment and growth stays on current

levels, the Fed will refrain from action and

will wait for the ECB to act first and this

will be positive.”

At the time of writing, the latest US

employment data (which was released on 5

and 7 of September) had not been released.



QE OR NOT QE



At the end of August, the Fed warned that

further quantitative easing (QE) could



impair the function of the securities

market, and it seems as though the central

bank will be cautious at the meeting on

Thursday.

Kathleen Brooks, research director at

Forex.com, says after the Bernanke speech

at Jackson Hole, everyone will now be

looking to this meeting to see if the Fed will

take pre-emptive monetary policy action to

boost the US economy and protect it from

what the Fed calls “adverse shocks”

including the US fiscal cliff and also the

on-going eurozone debt crisis.

Brooks explains that when central banks

start driving markets then economic data

becomes even more important for traders.

She says: “The FX market is going to

focus on fundamentals as central bankers

use economic data to determine their policy

path to ensure the smooth running of the

economy. The most important US data

releases in the coming weeks will be

around the labour market.

“The unemployment rate is still too

high, and the Fed made reference to this

in the minutes from its late July / early

August meeting.”

However, analysts are also mindful that

macroeconomic data in the US has mostly

been positive of late and this could convince

the FOMC to delay the start of QE3.

Away from the all important

economic data and the Fed’s ongoing

procrastination for QE3, currency traders

are also mindful of the forthcoming US
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presidential election which is likely to have

an effect on the dollar.

Stephen Hughes, director of Currencies.

co.uk, says not only should volatility be

expected but a gradual weakness could

occur as current policymakers take their

eye off the ball.

He explains: “Throughout 2012 the

dollar has shown enormous strength

against the euro, almost solely due to

on-going eurozone volatility but we mustn’t

forget the US presidential election

campaigns will certainly cause some

volatility for the dollar.”



TRADING TRENDS



Given events of the past four weeks, it is no

surprise that the most widely-traded

currency pair over the past four weeks has

been the EUR/USD coupling, followed by

the AUD/USD, with traders predominantly

going long on the Aussie dollar.

However, now the ECB circus has left

town, analysts are expecting more activity

on the other side of the globe, with many

noting the Japanese yen’s overvaluation,

even by those who are not pro-risk. In

August, traders were convincingly short on

the USD/JPY pair.

eToro’s Lior Alkalay explains that the

Japanese economy seems to be having a

hard time coping with the overvalued yen

with weakness in exports and domestic

demand .

He says: “This leaves space for further

BoJ easing. Another angle which shows

just how much the yen is overvalued is the

Japanese bond market.

“If we look closely at the boom of the

Japanese Samurai bond market – where

foreign companies and governments tap

the huge cash stockpiles of Japan – it is

clear the yen is returning to become a

funding currency.

“Therefore the dynamics of the carry

trade against the yen will likely resume,

making the the Japanese yen the favourite

funding currency. The USD/JPY could

provide comfortable entry points for

shorting the yen without having to

withstand the vicious volatility of the EUR/

JPY or the AUD/JPY.”

The USD/JPY currency pair is also very

sensitive to changes in policy at the Federal

Reserve, giving further weight to the

argument that this pair is about to see a

significant rise in popularity.

Forex.com’s Kathleen Brooks says she

expects the medium-term direction of the

pair to be determined by Bernanke and

his colleagues.

She explains: “If the Fed does enact more

stimulus then we could see USD/JPY fall

www.index-trader.co.uk



THE USD/JPY CURRENCY PAIR IS ALSO

VERY SENSITIVE TO CHANGES IN POLICY,

GIVING FURTHER WEIGHT TO THE

ARGUMENT THAT THIS PAIR IS ABOUT TO

SEE A SIGNIFICANT RISE IN POPULARITY

sharply, if it is less dovish than expected

we could see USD/JPY rally.”

Brooks reminds traders that this

sensitivity to US monetary policy is not

unique to the USD/JPY pairing, however.

She says: “Gold is also sensitive to

US monetary policy as it is considered a



good hedge for central bank-induced

inflation and central bank currency

debasement through QE. As gold was

stuck in a fairly tight range since May of

this year, Fed action could be a major

driver of the yellow metal during the

coming months.”



PERFORMANCE OF USD/JPY



What the graph shows: period between 1 August – 31 August 2012
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Learning to buy



BUILDING SUCCESS



Chart 4 shows a defined trading strategy

with appropriate risk management and



CHART 2



TIME
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PROFIT AND LOSS



PROFIT AND LOSS



CHART 1



IMPROVING TRADERS



Chart 2 highlights an improvement over

the previous graph in that the decline is

more gradual. Winning trades are more

frequent and losing trades are not as

devastating because of the use of strategies

to manage risk.

The trader is almost breaking even but

finds it difficult to attain consistency within

his/her trading strategy. Trades are still

rooted in emotion which undermine

profitability even though the amount of

winning trades is high.

Chart 3 shows a pattern of how

improving traders can become a victim of

their own success. After an initial period of

winning trades, they make two or three

large losing trades that wipe out most of the

previous gains. Emotions run high and the

trader cannot resist the temptation to stake

increasing amounts of capital to win back

what he/she lost. Take-profit orders are set

very close to market entry while stop-loss

orders are placed far away. This strategy

tends to work for a limited period of time

because FX volatility usually ensures

take-profit orders are hit first. Every once in

a while the market trades in one direction

against the trader leading to heavy losses.



CHART 3



TIME



order

placement.

The trader plans his/

her trades and trades the

plan with no deviation. Losses are cut

quickly while winning trades are run for

longer as well as being supported with

additional capital when the trading idea has

been confirmed via preset indicators. The

temptation to close the trade early for a

quick profit is resisted.

A successful trader understands that

losses are part of trading and cannot be

completely avoided. Instead losses can be

mitigated and managed with appropriate

risk management. Overall, the proportion

of winning trades against losing trades isn’t

necessarily important although it can

indicate the accuracy of the trader’s market

analysis and often indicates room for

improvement in terms of entry/exit points.

Finally, there is the ‘ideal trade’ scenario

which is illustrated in Chart 5. Ideally, a

novice trader should go through a gradual

process of understanding and learning the

market they are trading. Initial losses are

analysed in detail, mitigated and reduced

over time as a well-thought out trading

strategy is formulated and refined.

Profitability is a by-product of strong

discipline and determined hard work rather

than a goal in itself. An ideal trader is

someone who can consistently stick to a

pre-set dynamic trading strategy without

neglecting core rules set in order to discover

and act upon good opportunities in the

marketplace.

Andrey Dirgin is head of research at Forex Club



CHART 4



TIME



CHART 5



TIME



PROFIT AND LOSS



NOVICE TRADERS



Chart 1 shows the commonly spotted

performance curve among those traders

when they start out. It shows consistent

losses over time as most trades lose while

the winning trades are rare. The largest

losing trade is five or six times bigger than

the largest winning trade. Traders

exhibiting such a curve tend to have a

poor understanding of risk management



and its importance and tend to

manifest weak discipline in their

trading routine.

This trading pattern indicates a

trader who avoids setting stop-loss orders

and allows trades to run heavily into loss

while hoping for the market to turn around

in their favour. The amount of capital

staked on each trade tends to rise as losses

mount leading to heavier losses.



PROFIT AND LOSS



rading any financial market is

challenging and requires a particular

set of skills to achieve success foreign exchange (FX) is no exception. As

with many other pastimes, FX trading takes

a minute to learn and a lifetime to master.

This probably helps to explain why every

month thousands of people jump into the

world of trading currencies as soon as

they’ve picked up the basics of how to buy

and sell.

It is vital for aspiring and novice traders

to be aware of the various key principles

underlying FX so that they have the best

possible chance of success in the long term.

It is very common for people to trade

without looking back at their previous

trades, trading style, profits and losses and

how they are evolving as traders over time.

Such an approach is what all successful

traders tend to do, and for good reason –

self-analysis and reviewing your

performance are key elements of becoming

a successful trader.

Inevitably, the success of a trader boils

down to how profitable he/she is over time.

However, the shape of a traders’ profit

curve can reveal a lot about the psychology

and methodology behind trading. Looking

closely at the shape of your profit curve and

ask yourself the right questions. This can be

very informative and helpful towards

becoming more successful.



PROFIT AND LOSS



T



With brokers seeking to improve the success rate of their FX

clients, Andrey Dirgin analyses the most common mistakes

made by novices, trying trading for the first time



TIME
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Used up all of your new tax-free

allowances already? Don’t fear.

Kevin Rose identifies some great homes

for your cash, and not an ISA in sight



[ THE WATCH ]

IWC Portuguese Automatic

Edition Dragon

IWC Schaffhausen has just unveiled its

Portuguese Automatic Edition Dragon.

Named in honour of the lunar year of the

dragon, this magnificent timepiece is

strictly limited, with only 888 being

available around the world.

The see-through sapphire-glass back

provides a view of the unique mechanism at

the heart of the watch. Set into the

automatic movement’s rotor is an 18-carat

gold medallion with an engraving of a

dragon. Meanwhile, the watch provides a

very impressive weak-long power reserve.

This 2012 model has many design

features which harken back to the 1930s

when the first Portuguese was made, such

as the appliquéd Arabic numerals, railwaytrack-style chapter ring and feuille hands.

Price: tbc | www.iwc.com
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A TALE OF TWO SYNTHS

OP-1 Portable Synthesizer

“Finally, you don’t have to be a scientist to use a synthesizer,” claims Teenage

Engineering. The firm has unveiled its OP-1, which appears to this aged writer at least

as a modern day version of the 80s classic Casio Tone VL-1 (Think Trio and ‘Da Da Da’).

OP-1 is an all-in-one portable synthesizer, sampler and controller, with additional

features like the FM Radio and an assignable G-Force sensor for motion controlled

effects. With its built-in tape feature you are able to record everything you do on to the

four tracks, with overdubbing and reverse recording.

The colour coded interface with graphics on the OLED display is directly related to

the four colour rotary encoders and the legend on the keyboard.

And, just to annoy your fellow transatlantic passengers, Teenage Engineering

proudly boasts that “...playing at maximum volume you can travel over the atlantic

ocean two ways constantly making music on your OP-1 before it runs out of power.”

€ 799 | www.teenageengineering.com



Novation Mininova

The MiniNova is being hailed by its manufacturer as

a compact, super-cool studio and live synth.

Out in October, it features 256 onboard sounds

that you can tweak with five knobs, or warp with

eight ‘animate’ buttons.

It has up to 18 voices with as

many as five synth effects

on each sound. MiniNova

also has an onboard

VocalTune effect as well as

a classic vocoder so you can

recreate vocal sounds from

hip hop, urban and electronic

music. (Or sound like Peter

Frampton, if you’re old enough to

unfortunately remember him).

For the old school synth heads, the

MiniNova has 14 conventional waveforms to

choose from (square, sine, sawtooth, pulse, triangle

and combinations), 36 wavetables and 20 digital

waveforms. Each of the three oscillators have

density/detune for fattening up sounds, virtual sync

and ‘hardness’. There are 14 filter types, six

envelope generators, three LFOs and 20 modulation

slots where you can link modules of the synth

engine together to shape sound.

Coolest of all, it has lots of blue lights – and

wooden ends, just like the the iconic MiniMoog.

£300 | www.novationmusic.com
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[ THE LED HDTV ]



BLOW YOUR



BONUS



B&amp;O TV

The LED-based BeoVision 10 is a 21st

century telly developed specifically for

wall placement.

Bang &amp; Olufsen has designed the

BeoVision 10 to blend in with the paintings

and interior decoration of any home.

It has all of the TV functionality you’d

expect from an LED, HD TV, but it really

comes into its own from a design point of

view. For starters, it is discretely hinged in

the left or right-hand side, allowing you to

manually move it out to an angle of 45

degrees from the wall which offers you

extended viewing comfort.

An integrated stereo loudspeaker is

placed below the screen and covered by a

fabric front. It offers an integrated surround

sound and DVB-HD module, electronic

curtains and an extensive connection panel

allowing you to add up to five extra

loudspeakers for a surround sound set-up.

Its two aluminium profiles are angled

which has resulted in one large piece of

black glass in a square format which, B&amp;O

says, “enhances the impression of the

television as an elegant piece of wall art

when switched to standby”.

And if that’s not enough to grab you, B&amp;O

is currently running a special deal whereby

you get a free BeoSound 8 speaker dock

thrown in.

£4,000-£8,000 depending on screen size

www.bang-olufsen.com



[ THE HD RECORDER ]

STB-E7500 Smart High

Definition Freeview

Recorder with 500Gb HDD

Who says Freeview boxes can’t be sexy?

This Samsung looks great and is rich

in functionality.
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You can watch two channels at once,

or watch one while browsing the web.

You can also record two channels

simultaneously and the 500Gb hard drive

will handle many hours of HD broadcasts.

Meanwhile, Smart View allows you to

watch TV on compatible devices like

smartphones and tablets, while Remote



Access even lets you watch programmes

when you’re away from home.

Sound wise, it decodes all modern Dolby

Digital and DTS formats and can output 5.1

and 7.1 surround sound. The non-Sky set top

box has finally come of age. About time too.

£200 | www.samsung.com
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[ THE HEADPHONES ]

Senhheiser IE 800 headphones

Sennheiser has just announced the IE 800 model, its latest high-end in-ear headphones.

Until now, ear-canal headphones have been seen as poor audiophile relations to larger high-end

headphones. However, Sennheiser claims these new earphones change all that.

“The sound of the IE 800 can easily compete with that of our high-end portfolio,” says Maurice

Quarré, from Sennheiser Consumer Electronics. “These dynamic in-ear phones offer fascinatingly

brilliant trebles, precise bass response and a detailed, lifelike sound image with a frequency response

of 5 to 46,500 Hz.” (That’s impressive, especially as most people can’t hear above 20,000 Hz).

Made of scratch-resistant ceramic and silicon ear pads, the IE 800 comes with new ergonomically

designed ear adapters with a selection of oval (SM/ML) and round (S/M/L) buds.

A protective mesh on the ear cushions effectively shelters the drivers against dirt contamination.

Which is what you’d expect from earphones which cost this much.

£600 | www.sennheiser.com



[ THE SURROUND SOUND ]

Yamaha YSP-4300 Soundbar

Yamaha has been driving this particular type of technology for a good few years now: surround

sound without numerous speakers scattered all over the room.

Offering 7.1 surround sound, the The Soundbar contains 22 array speakers and woofers, with just

a single separate subwoofer to hide behind the sofa. The Soundbar uses Intellibeam technology to

bounce sound beams around the room, so wiring is kept to an absolute minimum too.

The subwoofer and bar setup uses AirWired2 technology for delay free sound and the ability to

wirelessly send tunes from your Mac, PC or iOS device. There’s also a FM tuner also on board and it

can be wall mounted if space is currently at a premium.

The spouse-friendly home cinema speaker system will be available in time for Christmas.

£1300 | www.yamaha.com
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TRADING INSIGHTS

JUST GET OUT



I know you still don’t want to hear this. You want

redemption, so here is what you should do.

No trading plan? Get out! You do have a

trading plan? Ok, then, keep your finger on

the sell button and wait.

Let’s call your plan the ‘skinny latte trading

plan.’ The first question to ask: is any basic

tenet of the plan telling you to get out? If it is,

get out.

Remember, if you have a plan with rules you

must not violate them, whatever the cost. It

was the market move that caused your initial

loss, yet as time ticks by and you continue to

hold, only you are responsible for what

happens next. There will be no reward for

victory, only punishment for further loss. This

in itself is a reason to close. If no tenet of your

plan has been broken, then you need to find if

there is a good reason the price did what it did.

Don’t stare at the price chart. Go digging on

Google, Twitter, ADVFN.com, Bloomberg and

the rest. If there is anyone around to scream

at, then scream at them to dig, too. Do not

accept vague rumours as the reason the price

did what it did. The web will be filling up with

baloney to try and explain the move, find the

news or lack of it. If there is no news, then

hang on in there.



QUESTION YOURSELF



Holding your

nerve

When a trade goes wrong, logic often goes out of the

window but trading guru Clem Chambers explains how to

recover with your dignity and your capital intact



A



young trader asks: “I go into a

position and immediately it goes

horribly wrong. I mean 10 times the

sort of loss I’d expect to suffer in a normal

trade - the market just went boom; what do

I do?” The simple answer is: close the

position.

On average that will work out as bad, or as

good, as anything else you do, unless you

have a plan. You don’t want to hear that, of
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course, you want to finesse the disaster.

You want to sit on that spike and claw your

way out of hell using gut, determination

and focus. However, the market will take

no account of these admirable attributes.

Sitting and hoping the market will

turn is a classic mistake, one that put

Madoff, Kereviel, Leeson and myriad

others in jail and which has broken

hundreds of thousands of traders.



Did the price spike straight down or is

someone chewing down through the price like

the hoard? If it is a spike, it should be coming

back now. Don’t think you’re out of trouble just

yet, but hold.

If something is chewing on the price, how

is the price holding up? Put a stop-loss in your

mind and stick to it. And keep on looking for

that news. You want to double up now as the

price settles? Still no news? You sure about

that, I mean really, really sure? Save your

courage for another leg down? Save the

double down manoeuvre for a sudden change

in direction. Doubling down is the thing that

gets you killed, do you double down twice if

you are wrong? Three out of four times,

doubling down will help you, but one in four it

will tear your nose off. You really have to have

a good plan and a good reason to double or

quadruple down.

There will always be tidal waves and when

there are, remember, beachside property is

never cheap. So get out if you hit that ‘stop’

point - and if it turns, ride it for the time it

takes the market to regain its balance. This

can be 10 or 20 minutes.

Only hold during the period of the action,

once the action has finished, you are back in

the chop. Of course, instead of getting old

quick, you should have sold right away. After

all, what doesn’t wipe out your capital makes

you richer.

Clem Chambers is author of 101 Ways to Pick

Stock Market Winners and chief executive

officer of stocks and shares site ADVFN.com

www.index-trader.co.uk
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Government intervention

can it ultimately work?

By Bijoy Kar, CFA, Senior Market Strategist, for MIG Capital



A



ll participants in the markets are

now familiar with the concept of

quantitative easing. The US Federal

Reserve and the Bank of England have been

the biggest recent proponents of this means

of lowering yields across the maturity

spectrum, despite the poor results of this

technique in Japan over the last decade.

Now focus has turned to the ECB which is

under pressure from the Italian and

Spanish governments to allow the purchase

of their debt via the EFSF fund. This

essentially equates to quantitative easing,

but apparently not using electronically

created money. The money is instead said to

be sourced from other national institutions

from around the world.

The expectation of this fresh participant

in the quantitative easing arena has fuelled

a rally in risk across the board. However,

the question arises as to whether this
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amounts to market manipulation and

ultimately central planning, which is

inconsistent with a capitalist market

philosophy where weak economic agents

are eliminated through failure. By altering

the yield available on government bonds

there is a knock on affect in all other

markets causing price dislocations that are

completely at odds with the fundamental

backdrop. This leads to a misallocation of

capital. In fact for this whole process to

succeed we would have to assume that the

government is the best allocator of capital,

which ultimately implies that a capitalist

market is in favour of central planning, the

base case of communist governance, a clear

contradiction.

Manipulation is not isolated to the bond

market. We have currency intervention that

is widely advertised and practiced by the

BOJ and now the SNB. The SNB has been so



active in trying to maintain the floor in

EURCHF that they have started to recycle

the Euros they are buying into the

Australian Dollar at a time when the

Australian economy is itself weakening and

could use a lower exchange rate. This is

unsustainable and puts the SNB at risk of

major losses.

The end result of all of this manipulation

is that the methods that have led asset

managers and investors to allocate capital

efficiently are becoming blunt tools. These

techniques rely on efficient and ultimately

free markets. With such large amounts of

government intervention, the market

principles that we have learned over many

years are becoming less and less applicable.

Essentially constraints are being placed on

the free market which are inconsistent with

the supposed economic structure that we

are led to believe is in place. If a market

participant trades from a quantitative or

fundamental starting point they will

usually look for certain parameters in their

analysis to remain stable within their

investment horizon. In both cases this is

becoming harder and harder to achieve, as

governments can change the rules as they

please, reducing the predictability of asset

returns. As a result, market participants are

withdrawing funds and returning them to

investors, or in the worst cases, they are

completely exiting the asset management

arena. This makes markets less liquid and

even more susceptible to manipulation. All

of this manipulation has been done to avoid

the economic implications of a vast debt

overhang in the developed world. However,

if we wish to remain within a free and

largely democratic world we must

understand that the end result is not going

to be palatable as all we have achieved is

delaying the day of reckoning and in doing

so have started a process of more and more

government involvement in arenas which

history has proved run less efficiently than

when left to operate freely according to a

capitalistic philosophy. For these reasons,

this writer does not hold much faith in the

ability of governments around the world to

improve or solve the economic woes that

they are faced with. The market has and

always will be the most efficient allocator

of capital, if left to operate freely without

government intervention. Eventually each

market manipulation will have a lesser

effect and the market will be able to impose

its free will. When this occurs the

opportunities will be vast, as years of

manipulation are unwound.
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COVER FEATURE



With the fallout from the

recent insolvencies

continuing, Joe McGrath

asks whether brokers could do

more to protect their clients’ cash



RESPONSIBLE

BROKING



A



s the former clients of Pritchard

Stockbrokers begin to have some of

their cash returned from

administrators, debate is once again raging

on what should be done to give clients

confidence in the financial security of their

broker/dealer.

Mazars – the administrators handling the

Pritchard Stockbrokers case – said there is

only sufficient cash in the bank for clients to

receive 50 pence in the pound for the cash

balances they had when the firm was

declared insolvent in the interim distribution.

With 3,300 claims now agreed to date for

cash totalling approximately £13.7 million,

the investigation into the missing client

monies must continue and Mazars has

confirmed that further tranches of interim

distributions are scheduled to be made as

and when pooled client monies are received

and agreed.
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For those unfamiliar with the case,

Pritchard Stockbrokers Limited was an

established stockbroker business with a

national network of agency offices and

headquarters in Bournemouth.

On 10 February 2012, Pritchard’s bank

accounts were frozen by the Financial

Services Authority (FSA) and an

application was made (with FSA consent)

for the appointment of administrators by

the High Court shortly after.

Following their appointment, the

administrators had to physically transfer

client stocks to the new stockbroker, which

involved the transfer of an estimated 6,400

clients with £380 million of assets (mainly

stocks and shares) under management.

Since then, the administrators have

started talks with the Financial Services

Compensation Scheme (‘FSCS’) regarding

shortfalls in client monies



KNOW YOUR RIGHTS



Under the existing rules in the UK, the FSCS

offers protection of client funds deposited

with any stockbroker or dealer up to the

value of £50,000 per broker. However, that

is provided that the broker is FSA-regulated.

Many brokers operating in the UK are not

regulated by the FSA, instead preferring to

use their regulatory approval from other

European countries. This process is known

as ‘passporting in’.

The level of protection that client money

has will depend on the location of the

company’s domicile, with some countries

and regions offering more or (more

commonly) less protection for client money.

It is therefore essential that traders have

confidence in their choice of broker and

investigate the regulator that has

authorised the firm before depositing any

cash. IndexTrader will be publishing a

www.index-trader.co.uk



brokerage MF Global which employed

around 700 people at its offices in Canary

Wharf.

Unlike Pritchard Stockbrokers, MF

Global UK had a much higher profile and

served retail clients, investment firms and

even large corporations.



ADDITIONAL PROTECTION



dedicated supplement on the issues with

European regulation and compensation

limits next month.

For now, let’s focus on the FSCS. With

the Pritchard case, the FSCS has said it will

be in touch with clients over the coming

weeks with regards to client entitlements

for compensation and the FSCS website

now has several pages containing

information on the Pritchard case and on

how clients can claim for their client cash

shortfalls.

With Pritchard Stockbrokers, there were

probably only a negligible number of clients

that had invested assets over the £50,000

compensation limit. However, the same

cannot be said for the recent MF Global UK

case, which administrators at KPMG have

been left to unpick.

In October 2012, KPMG was appointed to

handle the insolvency of the UK arm of the

www.index-trader.co.uk



And it is this insolvency in particular which

has triggered one insurance firm to assess

whether it would be possible to encourage

brokers to invest in additional insurance

that will protect their clients above the limit

of the FSCS or their home regulator.

Oval Insurance Broking is investigating

the potential for an insurance product that

will give clients of brokers assurance that

their funds will be protected above and

beyond the provisions of the relevant

compensation scheme.

The company is hoping that firms brokers

will purchase such a product to attract new

customers by offering greater financial

protection for client funds.

David Knowles, regional managing

director (South) of Oval Insurance Broking,

believes there could be a significant degree

of flexibility and adaptability in the product

with each product crafted in a bespoke

fashion for the broker in question.

He says: “In the UK, the FSCS only covers

individual clients up to £50,000 making

this product especially attractive, not least

as a way of giving clients sufficient

assurance to deposit more than this amount

with any one individual broker.

“Often we see cases where clients spread

their deposits across a number of brokers

for the added protection it affords them.”

Knowles says these types of products

have already proved popular in the US

market and have now been established for

some years. However, in the UK, they have

yet to take off.

He explains: “Such covers have been

especially popular in the USA and are

bought by the largest broker/dealers on

Wall Street and are placed in the London

insurance market, which is the only



insurance market in the world where this

type of cover can be placed.

“In the US, Canada and Japan it is

commonplace and has been for over 10

years now and in the UK we are seeing

significant interest driven because of client

concerns following the financial crisis and

the insolvencies of MF Global, PFG Best,

WorldSpreads and Pritchard Stockbrokers.”



DOING IT STATE SIDE



The SIPC – or Securities Investor Protection

Corporation – is the US equivalent to the

FSCS, although it is funded in a slightly

different way. SIPC is self-styled as the US

investor’s “first line of defence” in the event

a brokerage firm fails.

According to Knowles, the practice of

purchasing additional insurance is common

in the US because it comes out of brokers’

marketing budgets. Promoted as a unique

selling point, marketing and compliance

teams work together to pay an excess SIPC

premium to attract new clients with

increased deposit sizes.

Knowles says that if this approach could

be adopted in the UK, the loss of client

monies in excess of the FSCS limit could

become a thing of the past.

He says: “There is an opportunity to

significantly alter and enhance the UK

spread-betting and broker/dealer market by

providing additional client security. By

improving security and safety of funds this

should encourage more investors to invest

in to the stock market and those that

currently invest to deposit greater sums.

“In an era where the broker dealer

industry is suffering from declining

volumes and slower growth this could be

the tool that ignites the industry by

responding to clients needs.”

Given the less-than-upbeat media notices

being released by the administrators of the

aforementioned ill-fated broking firms,

right now it is hard to argue against the

idea. However, like anything in the current

climate, there will be one factor in whether

Oval succeeds in its quest to build the profile

of such a product in the UK – price.



NEXT MONTH: SPECIAL

REPORT ON REGULATION

On 19 September,

IndexTrader is holding a

dedicated event to discuss

the financial stability of

brokers and the regulatory

hurdles that exist to

operating in the UK market.

Sponsored by MIG

Capital, the event will

feature key individuals



from some of the largest

brokerages across Europe

and the UK together with

representatives from the

Financial Services

Authority.

Following the event,

we will be releasing a

series of videos on the

IndexTrader website



documenting the

discussions ahead of a

16-page special report in

the October issue.

To ensure you don’t miss

a copy, sign up for a free

print subscription on the

IndexTrader website

before the event.

www.index-trader.co.uk
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REGULATION



A SHORT

THING

As the countdown begins until the new EU

short-selling regulations, Rob Langston

assesses the likely impact for day traders



A



fter two years since they were first

proposed by European legislators,

new regulations governing

short-selling are due to be implemented in

November.

There has been an increased focus on

short-selling by European legislators who

blame the practice for exploiting the tumult

at the height of the credit crisis. Efforts to

curtail short-selling have been redoubled

since the onset of the eurozone sovereign

debt crisis, with many European politicians

taking aim at institutional investors who

exploited the weakened borrowing powers

of sovereigns through credit default swaps.

The short-selling regulations have also

aimed to tackle the issue of ‘naked’

uncovered trading, where market

participants have not borrowed assets or

ensured they can be accessed.

Regulation was felt to be so urgent that

despite its two-year consultation-toimplementation life-span (a relatively short

period, compared with other European

regulation), a consultation period of just

eight weeks was set. Justification for the

short consultation period was given partly

due to its “high political priority and

urgency of the issue in the context of the

financial crisis and recent volatility in

euro-denominated sovereign bonds”.

Under the present system operated by the

Financial Services Authority (FSA), public

disclosure of net short positions of 0.25% or

above is required for selected UK financial

stocks and UK companies undertaking

rights issues.

However, this must now change. As

European regulation, the new set of rules

www.index-trader.co.uk



are directly applicable in the UK and

does not require specific

implementation in UK legislation or in

the FSA rules.

The City regulator has put out its own

consultation paper to discuss certain

discretionary powers - reserved for national

regulators - it has under the new regime.

The new short-selling regulatory regime announced in June and to be enforced from

November - will be more comprehensive.

The regime will apply to all financial

instruments traded - such as an index - in the

European Union. Unlike the current regime

in the UK, public disclosure threshold

positions will be set at 0.5%, although

positions of 0.2% or more will have to be

reported to the regulator privately.



RESTRICTED SELLING



Regulation will also give national regulators

power to impose restrictions on short-selling

until the next trading day of a financial

instrument on a trading venue if it suffers a

significant fall in price in a single day. This

can be further extended by two days if there

is a further significant fall in value.

For a recent example, investors might

remember US firm Knight Capital, which

was struck by a trading glitch at the

beginning of August. Though, as a US firm

trading on a US exchange, it would not be

covered by the European regulation, it

serves as an illustration of the type of stock

that could see short-sellers restricted from

trading. Its trading glitch saw its share price

fall by 32.8% and by 62.8% on two

consecutive days as investors dumped the

broker firm over business concerns.
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REGULATION

A threshold of a 10% fall has been

set for liquid shares, but for illiquid

shares and other financial instruments

there are a number of different

thresholds. Sovereign bonds must

increase by 7% or more in the yield across

the yield curve during a single trading day,

while it is 10% for a corporate bond.

Designed to “create a more

transparent, orderly and stable market

by reducing the risks tied to short

selling”, the new regulations will also

ensure settlement of shares can be

effected when due.

Unveiling the regulations in June,

internal market and services commissioner

Michel Barnier said: “The new rules give

public authorities and market participants

legal certainty on the detailed requirements

with which short sellers must comply to

adequately ensure the settlement of shares

or sovereign debt when this is due.”

The issue of credit default swaps has also

been addressed with the European

Commission setting down the criteria that

short-sellers will have to meet.

“We cannot tolerate speculation on

uncovered sovereign credit default swaps.

The ban on such credit default swaps is a

key provision of the short selling

regulation, to ensure that these

instruments are used for legitimate

hedging purposes only,” said Commissioner

Bernier in July.

“Of course the ban on naked credit

default swaps will not solve the fiscal

problems of Greece or Ireland,” said French

Green MEP Pascal Canfin earlier this year.

“Nevertheless, when you face such a

situation, you can choose to add fuel to the

fire or put water on it. These instruments

should not be used as a speculative tool

anymore.”

Adrian Hood, the Investment Management

Association’s adviser on regulation, says the

introduction of new regulation will impose a

consistent approach to transparency, bans

and temporary restrictions across the

European Union.

Indeed, one of the main reasons for the

introduction of pan-European, definitive

regulation was to create a level playing field

across Europe between different authorities.

Explaining the new regulations earlier

this year, MEP Pascal Canfin, whose report

on short-selling was discussed by the

parliament’s Economic Affairs Committee,

claimed a stronger European Securities &amp;

Markets Authority (ESMA) was needed to

prevent “unfair competition” between

European trading venues.

The IMA’s Adrian Hood adds: “This is

definitely a step forward from the random

and ‘ad hoc’ approach of national regulators

across the EU over the last four years.”

However, it has not been supported by all in

the industry.
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“SHARE PRICE

VOLATILITY IN

ITSELF IS NOT A

SUFFICIENT

CONDITION FOR

TRIGGERING A BAN

– EVEN A

TEMPORARY

ONE – ON SHORT

SELLING”

JOINT RESPONSE FROM

THE FSA, HM TREASURY AND

DEBT MANAGEMENT OFFICE



RUSHED IMPLEMENTATION



Hood says the IMA (the trade body for the

asset management industry) does not

support further restrictions on short-selling

and has questioned the pace of the changes.

“The regulations themselves are both

complex and detailed, and initial analysis

indicates that numerous real-life problems

will arise in interpreting them in practice,”

he explains.

“We have raised a number of queries with

the European Commission and ESMA as to

what specific sections mean, and how they

should be applied to specific situations.”

He adds: “Several of the regulations have

not yet been issued in their final form.

Firms, and regulators, are preparing on the

basis of the draft versions that we have

seen. Given that they come into force in just

over two months, this is causing some

concern for firms.”

Hood says the European regulator ESMA

is currently running working groups to



develop standards for national

regulators to follow, but believes the

process could take longer to be

decided than the November

implementation date.

In a joint response from the FSA, HM

Treasury and Debt Management Office to

the 2010 consultation, the UK authorities

raised a number of questions over the

regulatory proposals.

The UK trio were “very sceptical”

on the need for short-term restrictions

in the event of specified percentage

falls, adding: “Share price volatility in

itself is not a sufficient condition for

triggering a ban – even a temporary one on short selling.”

The three authorities also raised doubts

about the extent of naked credit default

swap trading, adding that they did not

believe any restrictions were “required or

justified”. In their response they said they

had not seen any evidence of abuse or

wider risks from uncovered trading or

evidence it had been used to manipulate

the sovereign bond market.

The response by the London market can be

somewhat understood: as a financial centre

the impact could be much more significant

than in other cities across Europe.

And there still remains some resistance

to certain interpretations of the shortselling by the UK regulator.

Under the FSA’s own consultation, it is

proposing not to use its powers to intervene

in the event of a disorderly decline in price.

It is also of the opinion that a fall in

financial instrument by a significant

amount “is not necessarily proof that the

decline is disorderly”, adding that a steep

fall in price can be triggered by a response

to news about the issuer.



EVERY CLOUD...



The implementation of new regulation

could yet be helpful to UK spread bettors,

though.

One part of the new regulations that

could benefit traders is the requirement of

net short positions to be disclosed on the

local regulatory authority’s website, “which

allows the public to search the information

by share issuer and to see historical data”.

Applied across Europe, this would allow

traders to see short positions above the

public disclosure limit taken by some of the

most successful hedge funds, asset

managers and other large investors across

Europe.

Yet, it remains too early to know how

new regulation will affect short-sellers until

all the details are finalised, which could be

some time after the November

implementation date.

Rob Langston is a specialist investment

journalist at Fundweb

www.index-trader.co.uk



INDEX TRADER

STATISTICS

WORLD INDICES



Pharmaceuticals



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS



Specialised &amp; Other Finance

Steel &amp; Other Metals



1 YEAR



%



%



%



%



DJ EURO STOXX 50



3.40



14.30



-0.50



10.07



FTSE 100



2.08



8.54



-0.42



10.05



Hang Seng



-1.23



4.96



-9.81



-4.78



MSCI AC WORLD



1.46



7.00



-0.32



10.09

-1.29



Nikkei 225

NSE Bank Nifty

S&amp;P 500



1.67



3.48



-9.08



-3.79



5.82



-4.07



6.94



1.65



7.22



3.27



16.62



UK SECTOR INDICES



Aerospace &amp; Defence



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS



-0.69



4.62



3.75



11.16



1.79



8.57



8.96



23.04



3.17



11.26



0.73



-3.16



-8.33



-16.97



-47.33



-59.49



Support Services



5.46



10.26



5.00



25.78



Telecommunication Services



3.65



10.78



8.48



31.08

25.10



Tobacco



-1.34



8.57



5.49



Transport



1.44



-1.92



-3.71



6.60



Utilities Others



2.72



5.65



13.58



19.41



MOST POPULAR

EQUITY TRADES



Source: TD Direct Investing



What the Table shows: Performance of each UK sector index over four

time periods until 31 August 2012. Source: FE Analytics

FTSE 350 INDEX SECTORS
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Software &amp; Computer Services



What the Table shows: Performance of each major index over four

time periods until 31 August 2012. Source: FE Analytics

INDEX



SPONSORED BY



1 YEAR



%



%



%



%



-0.21



5.00



4.11



23.53

9.38



20 AUGUST – 26 AUGUST 2012

BUYS

COMPANY



SELLS

% OF TOP 10 TRADES



COMPANY



% OF TOP 10 TRADES



Borders &amp; Southern



19.0



Borders &amp; Southern



Barclays (2=)



14.2



Barclays



16.2



Xcite Energy (2=)



14.2



Xcite Energy



15.8



19.6



Automobiles



2.71



18.09



0.98



Banks



3.66



9.42



-5.86



5.81



Beverages



1.67



13.76



12.05



35.09



Chemicals



7.92



6.92



7.56



32.74



-2.63



2.68



-9.51



7.51



Diversified Industrials



1.42



5.34



-0.54



17.76



Barclays



16.8



Lloyds Banking Group



26.2



Electrical Equipment



5.97



5.53



-1.79



18.02



Lloyds Banking Group



13.9



Barclays



18.7



Electricity



3.44



5.05



8.37



10.15



Xcite Energy



12.8



Tesco



Engineering &amp; Machinery



2.34



0.28



-9.55



6.78



Construction



Food &amp; Drug Retail



4.07



9.02



8.76



-1.85



Food Producers &amp; Processors



0.51



10.85



11.55



15.49



Forestry &amp; Paper



3.24



10.88



-1.65



5.90



General Retailers



6.71



10.52



7.56



23.02



Health



1.86



9.86



8.81



7.90



IT Hardware



4.94



15.28



4.55



12.78

16.68



13 AUGUST – 19 AUGUST 2012

BUYS

COMPANY



COMPANY



% OF TOP 10 TRADES



9.9



6 AUGUST – 12 AUGUST 2012

BUYS

COMPANY



SELLS

% OF TOP 10 TRADES



COMPANY



% OF TOP 10 TRADES



Standard Chartered



38.9



Standard Chartered



Sareum Holdings



11.9



Barclays



15.1



Lloyds Banking Group



10.9



Barclays



Insurance



5.50



16.22



12.82



Investment Companies



0.76



6.18



-2.14



2.10



Leisure Entertainment &amp; Hotels



1.23



10.67



10.84



21.31



Life Assurance



6.17



19.91



6.87



24.24



BUYS



Media &amp; Photography



4.99



13.18



8.05



24.69



COMPANY



Mining



0.35



2.97



-20.77



-20.63



Oil &amp; Gas



3.31



9.50



-5.96



Personal Care &amp; Household



7.04



-0.43



-4.14
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SELLS

% OF TOP 10 TRADES



9.9



20.7



30 JULY – 5 AUGUST 2012

SELLS

% OF TOP 10 TRADES



COMPANY



% OF TOP 10 TRADES



Gulf Keystone



18.8



Barclays



21.9



10.33



Barclays



16.1



Gulf Keystone



16.0



-4.68



BP



12.1



Lloyds Banking Group



12.4
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FTSE 100



What the Table shows: Percentage change in FTSE 100 company share prices over the four

different periods until 31 August 2012. Prices are offer-to-bid. Source: FE Analytics

COMPANY

Aberdeen AM

Admiral Group



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS



1 YEAR



%



%



%



%



7.7



14.5



17.6



44.8



COMPANY

Kazakhmys



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS



1 YEAR



%



%



%



%



-16.0



-10.9



-45.8



-44.6

20.3



8.5



14.0



13.4



-7.8



Kingfisher



3.2



-2.4



-1.0



Aggreko



15.5



7.3



7.2



22.8



Land Securities Group



0.1



12.6



19.4



11.8



AMEC



-0.9



14.7



2.3



25.3



Legal &amp; General Group



1.8



17.6



11.8



30.8



Anglo American



-7.0



-10.3



-32.5



-30.3



Lloyds Banking Group



9.7



31.2



-4.7



-0.9



Antofagasta



3.2



10.4



-15.1



-15.9



Marks &amp; Spencer



7.2



7.9



1.7



16.8

17.8



ARM Holdings



4.0



13.3



1.1



1.3



Ashmore Group



1.5



-3.1



-13.9



-15.2



Associated British Foods



5.4



12.2



11.2



26.3



Astrazeneca



Meggitt



3.9



5.5



5.0



Morrisons (WM)



0.9



1.3



-0.8



0.6



National Grid



3.1



5.1



10.6



16.8



0.1



14.2



6.5



6.8



Next



11.0



20.3



31.5



56.0



11.8



24.6



-7.5



3.7



Old Mutual



5.4



17.4



19.8



61.0



Babcock International



9.1



12.3



26.8



53.0



Pearson



1.1



6.3



3.3



11.3



BAE Systems



3.1



16.7



5.8



23.4



Petrofac



0.6



-3.0



-4.4



12.1



Barclays



9.6



4.5



-24.5



10.4



Polymetal International



10.9



25.2



-10.9



-



BG Group



2.6



4.2



-14.2



-2.2



Prudential



4.2



17.2



14.1



31.0



Aviva



-1.8



8.3



-9.9



-9.8



Randgold Resources



8.9



21.6



-11.8



-2.1



BP



BHP Billiton



3.8



11.8



-9.2



13.3



Reckitt Benckiser



3.1



5.0



3.9



12.6



BAT



-1.6



9.3



8.2



25.3



10.8



24.7



11.7



22.2



0.9



13.1



17.7



5.5



4.6



11.7



-15.1



-12.1



British Land



Reed Elsevier

Resolution



B Sky B Group



6.7



10.5



15.0



19.1



Rexam



-1.4



6.2



5.7



25.7



BT Group



2.6



8.1



3.7



31.9



Rio Tinto



-6.3



-0.7



-22.9



-26.2



Rolls Royce Holdings



31.1



Bunzl



0.8



9.8



18.8



44.4



-3.6



-0.2



2.1



Burberry Group



7.8



0.2



-3.0



0.1



RBS Group



5.8



13.2



-19.0



-6.8



Capita Group



1.5



16.7



-4.2



3.6



Royal Dutch Shell 'A'



2.6



10.9



-1.2



12.0

13.2



Capital Shop



4.8



9.3



4.7



6.4



Royal Dutch Shell 'B'



0.9



9.2



-1.3



Carnival plc



1.1



4.1



18.5



10.8



RSA Insurance



4.6



15.3



9.9



4.7



Centrica



3.0



5.5



11.3



14.7



SAB Miller



2.4



17.9



10.8



27.2



Compass Group



3.4



12.6



13.7



32.8



Sage Group



3.0



15.4



-3.4



19.0



-3.4



1.6



-14.4



4.7



Sainsbury, J



1.3



13.6



14.0



15.1



Croda International



1.3



6.5



12.0



33.5



Schroders NV



9.9



18.2



-3.6



-0.6



Diageo



1.0



11.5



14.7



43.4



Schroders



11.7



20.0



-5.8



-1.9



-22.4



-27.8



-55.9



-54.7



4.1



7.8



10.6



11.8



CRH



Eurasian Natural Resources

Evraz



Scottish &amp; Southern



-5.4



-21.0



-45.0



Serco Group



-2.5



7.1



2.4



10.8



Experian



5.7



12.5



7.7



45.8



Severn Trent



0.3



3.1



12.6



23.0



Fresnillo



7.8



16.5



-16.2



-22.7



Shire



3.6



4.8



-12.7



-3.4



G4S



2.0



-8.5



-10.9



0.0



Smith &amp; Nephew



2.0



10.0



9.0



8.5



GKN



2.5



17.9



0.5



8.9



Smiths Group



-2.2



4.4



-3.0



8.8



Glaxosmithkline



-1.9



0.2



5.1



14.7



Standard Chartered



-3.8



7.7



-11.1



2.8



Glencore



20.2



13.0



-10.9



-8.7



Standard Life



11.6



31.9



20.6



38.4

17.4



Hammerson



0.4



11.5



21.2



16.3



Tate &amp; Lyle



-0.6



0.3



-3.3



Hargreaves Lansdown



9.6



29.2



46.3



49.4



Tullow Oil



5.6



-4.2



-7.2



27.7



HSBC Holdings



3.5



8.4



2.1



7.0



Unilever



-0.4



11.8



13.2



13.2



-0.3



-2.4



-13.7



-28.9



4.6



-2.9



-9.5



-0.5



ICAP

IMI



United Utilities Group



3.7



11.3



19.6



24.1



Vedanta Resources



-9.1



-4.4



-38.4



-36.1



Imperial Tobacco Group



-1.0



6.1



-0.2



25.2



Vodafone Group



-0.6



8.9



11.2



21.8



Intercontinental Hotels



2.5



5.9



14.7



57.2



Weir Group



-1.4



5.7



-21.3



-13.7

45.4



2.9



7.3



22.6



41.3



Whitbread



-0.4



14.2



27.7



ICAG



Intertek Group



-11.5



2.1



-13.7



-18.9



Wolseley



10.3



15.1



5.2



62.7



ITV



10.2



14.2



-1.8



38.7



WPP plc



0.8



7.6



3.7



30.8



Johnson Matthey



12.1



12.5



5.9



44.4



Xstrata



13.3



4.2



-18.8



-8.9
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CURRENCY MOVEMENTS



1 – 31 AUGUST 2012 Source: Oanda.com



EUR/USD



USD/JPY



1.275



80.0

79.5



1.250



79.0

78.5



1.225



78.0



1.200



77.5

77.0



1.175

05 Aug



10 Aug



15 Aug



20 Aug



26 Aug



30 Aug



05 Aug



GBP/USD



GBP/EUR



1.59



1.280



1.58



10 Aug



15 Aug



20 Aug



26 Aug



30 Aug



10 Aug



15 Aug



20 Aug



26 Aug



30 Aug



10 Aug



15 Aug



20 Aug



26 Aug



30 Aug



1.270



1.57



1.260



1.56

1.55



1.250



1.54



1.240



1.53

05 Aug



10 Aug



15 Aug



20 Aug



26 Aug



30 Aug



05 Aug



AUD/USD



JPY/EUR



1.060



0.0105

0.0104



1.050



0.0103



1.040



0.0102

1.030



0.0101



1.020



0.0100

0.0099



1.010

05 Aug



10 Aug



TRADERS’

CURRENCY

POSITIONS



15 Aug



MONTH TO 31 AUG 2012



Source: CMC Markets
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20 Aug



PAIR



26 Aug



05 Aug



30 Aug



LONG % SHORT %



EUR/USD



50



50



AUD/USD



64



36



GBP/USD



75



25



EUR/JPY



58



42



USD/JPY



36



64



TRADERS’

INDEX

POSITIONS



MONTH TO 31 AUG 2012



Source: CMC Markets



INDEX



LONG % SHORT %



German 30



35



65



US 30



47



53



SPX 500



27



73



UK 100



60



40



Aussie 200



33



67
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SELECTED EXCHANGE TRADED PRODUCTS



What the Table shows: Percentage change in the share price of selected exchange traded products over four

different time periods until 31 August 2012. Prices are offer-to-bid. Source: FE Analytics

COMPANY



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS 1 YEAR

%



%



%



COMPANY



%

Physical Palladium



Deutsche Bank



Physical Platinum USD



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS 1 YEAR

%



%



%



%



4.88



-0.43



-12.64



-18.64

-17.26



4.1



3.78



-10.47



Agriculture Booster



-1.56



21.69



14.07



-5.58



Physical Silver USD



7.59



6



-10.4



-24.6



Agriculture Booster GBP Hedged



-0.14



25.28



12.85



-9.39



Silver



8.32



6.65



-10.43



-26.48



Brent Crude Oil Booster GBP Hedged



7.94



11.85



-5.59



-0.08



Tin USD



Commodity Booster



2.42



6.81



-5.21



-2.59



Wheat USD



Energy Booster



4.67



6.29



-7.59



1.94



-3.22



-6.11



-16.05



-23.43



0.12



8.37



-3.25



-1.79



Industrial Metals Booster

Mean Reversion

Natural Gas Booster

Physical Copper

Physical Gold



-12.05 -49.48



WTI 1Year



5.9



-3.99



-17.66



-19.91



-5.13



25.21



24.31



-0.25



4.22



4.37



-8.84



6.09



-3.04



HSBC Global Asset Management

DJ Euro Stoxx 50 GBP TR



-15.44



-1.66



2.22



11.45



-7.46



-3.15



-2.83



-6.88



-24.55



FTSE 100 TR



-1.38



5.28



-3.53



6.32



0.73



2.37



-3.1



-8.13



FTSE 250 TR



-0.32



5.69



-1.61



8.01



0



0.94



1.09



6.76



-1.49



0.78



-23.44



-17.34



Physical Gold GBP Hedged



1.95



5.67



-7.97



-11.11



Physical Gold SGD Hedged



0.39



5.44



-4.3



4.09



-3.53



-7.43



-20.44



-29.88



MSCI Canada USD TR



2.61



6.84



-4.34



-3.53



2.65



-1.72



-14.22



-20.76



MSCI China USD TR



-6.62



-6.57



-16.29



-10.4



Physical Nickel

Physical Palladium USD

Physical Platinum USD

Physical Rhodium



FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed USD TR

MSCI Brazil USD TR



4.44



3.88



-12.15



-17.38



MSCI EM Far East GBP TR



-1.62



2.86



-6.38



0.31



-4.36



-17.15



-27.46



-42.07



MSCI EM Latin America USD TR



-2.25



2.84



-15.56



-9.19



0



-0.74



-12.96



-



-0.38



7.99



-4.66



1.91



Physical Silver



7.48



6.88



-9.79



-24.95



MSCI Emerging Markets USD TR



Physical Silver GBP Hedged



8.91



10.01



-16.86



-27.83



MSCI Europe GBP TR



Physical Tin



4.94



-4.56



-18.79



-20.04



S&amp;P GSCI



2.62



8.85



-3.64



-0.35



MSCI Japan GBP TR



-4.33



26.91



18.39



-1.23



MSCI Korea USD



5.64



8.1



-6.23



3.51



S&amp;P GSCI Industrial Metals



-3.28



-6.56



-16.14



-23.74



Uranium USD



-2.97



-6.23



-3.14



-0.59



4.15



4.92



-11.99



3.29



S&amp;P GSCI Agriculture

S&amp;P GSCI Energy



WTI Crude Oil Booster



ETF Securities

Aluminium USD

Cocoa USD

Coffee



MSCI Indonesia USD TR



-5



5.42



-3.16



-8.48



-3.67



-3.81



-11.78



-7.27



-1.2



3.81



-5.98



1.52



MSCI Malaysia USD



-0.89



1.42



-0.65



6.11



MSCI Pacific Ex Japan USD TR



-0.51



9.46



-1.34



2.01



MSCI South Africa USD TR



-1.79



4.34



-4.77



0.51



MSCI Taiwan USD TR



2.05



1.95



-6.68



-2.27



MSCI Turkey USD TR



-0.26



17.34



5.51



14.51



-2.2



2.33



1.38



16.55



-0.72



3.97



-1.74



7.01



-2.4



2.36



1.78



16.83



-2.71



1.44



-16.4



-9.25



-1.59



8.48



-4.92



0.44



-4.5



4.05



-0.67



7.3



D J EM Select Dividend USD TR



-1.72



3.11



-7.48



-



D J Europe Sustainability Screened EUR



0.49



8.27



-5.49



0.43



D J Global Sustainability Screened USD



0.68



7.21



-3.81



4.63



EURO STOXX 50 Inc EUR TR



0.91



9.17



-9.32



-5.15



-1.46



3.16



-12.59



-11.69



0.38



7.56



-8.92



-8.32



2.06



-14.5



-16.02



MSCI US GBP TR

-3.65



-11.42



-22.36



-28.63



MSCI World USD TR



6.78



19.99



11.52



-17.33



S&amp;P 500 USD TR

S&amp;P BRIC 40 USD TR



-10.37



-5.69



-23.21



-47.08



Copper USD



-2.21



-2.85



-11.75



-19.65



Corn USD



iShares



-4.39



50.95



34.28



12.92



Cotton



5.11



9.42



-9.45



-21.67



Crude Oil USD



6.17



5.26



-11.64



3.72



Energy USD



-0.06



7.23



-7.42



-14.56



Ex Energy



-1.81



9.4



0.82



-9.85



Gasoline USD



8.69



13.8



2.99



17.16



Gold Bullion USD TR



0.62



2.33



-3.41



-8.2



Gold USD



1.07



2.03



-3.96



-9.63



EURO STOXX Mid EUR



Livestock



-5.04



-6.2



-9.67



-3.82



EURO STOXX Select Dividend 30 EUR TR



-18.98



1.29



-12.39



-56.64



EURO STOXX Small EUR TR



-1.94



Nickel USD



-2.67



-6.84



-20.43



-29.63



FTSE 100 GBP TR



-0.79



5.4



-3.36



6.59



Petroleum



7.41



8.63



-5.59



8.46



FTSE 250 GBP TR



-1.02



4.74



-2.4



7.16



Physical Aluminium



-3.15



-11.61



-21.95



-28.35



FTSE BRIC 50 USD TR



-2.84



2.64



-16.08



-9.8



Physical Copper



-2.04



-3.4



-12.8



-18.6



FTSE China 25 USD TR



-10.04



-5.8



-18.42



-13.3



Natural Gas USD



Physical Gold USD



AEX EUR TR

DJ Asia Pacific Select Dividend 30 USD TR



FTSE Developed World Ex UK USD TR



0.57



2.78



-3.33



-7.48



-0.92



5.38



-2.35



7.2



Physical Lead



-3.16



-5.07



-14.35



-29.23



FTSE MIB EUR TR



3.77



10.73



-14.97



-14.7



Physical Nickel



-0.66



-4.94



-19.22



-26.77



FTSE UK All Stocks Gilt GBP TR



0.08



1.08



4.97



12.71
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COMPANY

FTSE UK Dividend Plus GBP TR



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS 1 YEAR

%



%



%



%



0.06



7.83



-1.38



6.07



COMPANY

S&amp;P CNX Nifty India Swap USD



1 MTH 3 MTHS 6 MTHS 1 YEAR

%



%



%



%



0.13



7.75



-10.78



-9.3

-45.89



FTSEurofirst 100 EUR TR



-0.48



7.01



-6.27



1.2



S&amp;P Global Clean Energy USD TR



2.87



-6.46



-28.97



FTSEurofirst 80 GBP TR



0.81



8.58



-8.51



-4.74



S&amp;P Global Timber &amp; Forestry USD TR



0.38



7.63



-5.46



4.56



JPMorgan USD Emerging Markets Bond



0.02



6.25



9.16



16.15



S&amp;P Global Water USD TR



-1.01



3.58



0.19



9.45



S&amp;P SmallCap 600 USD TR



2.44



3.98



2.64



19.39



Stoxx Europe 50 EUR TR



-1.35



6.41



-4.87



1.54



4.14



Markit iBoxx EUR Corporate Bond EUR



-1.44



-1.98



-4.36



-4.9



Markit iBoxx Euro Covered Bond EUR



-1.11



-2.77



-4.78



-6.32



Markit iBoxx Euro High Yield EUR



-0.47



0.76



-4.17



0.17



Markit iBoxx GBP Corporate Bond 1-5 GBP TR



1.41



4.12



4.08



6.71



Lyxor Asset Management



Markit Iboxx GBP Corporate Bond Ex Fin



0.67



5.1



7.42



15.34



Australia S&amp;P ASX 200 B USD TR



-0.61



11.08



-0.95



Markit iBoxx GBP Corporate Bond



1.01



6.14



7.37



15.76



Broad Commodities Momentum TR C EUR



0.95



6.63



-4.95



-



Markit iBoxx USD Corporate Bond



-0.96



1.85



6.25



14.46



Broad Commodities Optimix TR C EUR



0.53



7.01



-3.35



-



Markit iBoxx USD High Yield CB



0.33



2.89



5.17



-



-0.64



5.06



-8.01



3.17



MSCI AC Far East Ex Jap USD TR



-2.1



3



-6.12



-0.23



DAXplus Covered Call



0.1



4.15



-7.71



8.31



DAXplus Protective Put



-1.13



1.69



-5.03



0.05



ETF S&amp;P Gsci Agriculture &amp; Livestock 3MF



-2.05



17.68



8.96



-



-2.2



-5.49



-15.38



-



ETF S&amp;P Gsci Inverse A&amp;L 1MF



-2.42



-23.12



-13.29



-



ETF S&amp;P Gsci Inverse Industrial Metals 1MF



-2.43



-3.54



14.51



-



MSCI AC Far East Ex Japan SmallCap USD TR



DAX



0.69



2.52



-7.49



-4.85



MSCI ACWI USD



-1.08



5.48



-3.16



-



MSCI Australia USD



-0.93



12.1



0.77



3.54



MSCI Brazil USD TR



-1.01



-0.37



-22.32



-14.96



MSCI Canada USD



2.21



5.46



-4.92



-4.39



MSCI Eastern Europe 10/40 USD TR



-2.64



7.39



-15.05



-13.89



MSCI EM Latin America USD TR



-2.15



1.1



-14.1



-6.68



MSCI Emerging Markets Inc USD TR



-1.97



3.49



-10.06



-4.13



MSCI World Consumer Discretionary TR USD



MSCI Emerging Markets Islamic USD TR



-0.81



3.12



-13.02



-8.56



MSCI World Consumer Staples TR USD

MSCI World Energy Tr USD



0.66



MSCI World Financials Tr USD



0.82

-2.04



MSCI Emerging Markets Small Cap USD TR



1.13



4.71



-7.92



-5.58



MSCI Europe Ex EMU USD TR



-1.94



5.19



-3.78



5.24



MSCI Europe Ex UK EUR TR



-0.84



6.88



-7.21



-3.17



ETF S&amp;P Gsci Industrial Metals 3MF



Euro Stoxx 50 TR EUR

LevDAX



MSCI World Health Care Tr USD



5.84



14.32



-5.27



-1.16



0.8



13.96



-10.22



12.19



1.48



2.14



0.08



13.17



-1.39



4.39



7.08



14.67



7.94



-6.51



4.42



7.6



-1.62



5.91



4.44



6.26



15.19



MSCI Europe Inc EUR TR



-1.13



6.02



-5.95



0.56



MSCI World Industrials Tr USD



-0.7



2.1



-4.46



6.05



MSCI GCC Countries ex-Saudi Arabia USD TR



-0.49



-2.08



-2.5



4.29



MSCI World Information Technology Tr USD



1.06



2.7



-0.47



18.36

-12.36



MSCI Japan Inc USD TR



-2.19



-1.53



-9.26



-5.18



MSCI Japan Monthly EUR Hedged EUR



-0.18



0



-19.11



-18.02



MSCI Japan SmallCap USD TR



-0.24



1.34



-3.41



-1.96



MSCI Korea USD TR



-1.96



3.04



-6.97



1.23



MSCI Mexico IMI Capped USD



-2.53



10.1



-



-



MSCI North America USD TR



0.94



4.35



3.2



16.86



MSCI Pacific Ex Japan USD TR



-1.13



10.57



-0.02



3.74



MSCI Poland USD



-1.27



12.73



-8.08



MSCI Russia Capped Swap USD



-3.78



5.85



MSCI South Africa USD



-2.81



3.25



MSCI World Materials Tr USD



-0.62



1.19



-13.13



MSCI World Risk Weighted C USD



-4.23



-



-



-



MSCI World Telecomm Services USD



-2.36



6.56



6.9



8.53



MSCI World Utilities Tr USD



-2.46



0.16



-1.15



-0.43



S&amp;P 500 B USD TR



-2.21



1.36



1.37



16.68

-



S&amp;P GSCI Aggregate 3MF C EUR



0.41



6.97



-4.06



S&amp;P GSCI Aggregate Inverse 1MF C EUR



-4.96



-15.11



0.57



-



-16.37



S&amp;P GSCI Agric &amp; Livestock 3MF C USD



-3.68



16.25



-5.28



-



-19.18



-14.56



S&amp;P GSCI Industrial Metals 3MF C USD



-2.84



-6.01



-15.05



-



-7.47



-1.49



S&amp;P GSCI Inv Agric &amp; Livestock 1MF C USD



-1.58



-22.7



-9.11



-



-2.34



-3.87



3.75



-



3.57



7.06



-2.93



-2.05



MSCI Taiwan USD TR



1.09



2.99



-7.77



-3.44



S&amp;P GSCI Inv Industrial Metals 1MF C USD



MSCI Turkey USD TR



-2.08



17.63



4.66



20.31



S&amp;P TSX 60 B USD TR



MSCI USA Islamic USD TR



-2.89



0.63



-0.8



12.36



Smartix Euro istoxx 50 Equal Risk C EUR



0.16



-



-



-



MSCI USA USD



-1.84



1.49



1.23



16.54



S&amp;P GSCI Inverse Agri &amp; L’stock 1M Fwd



-13.89



-14.67



-8.12



-



-4.32



14.53



6.15



-



3.36



-1.89



-5.65



-9.59



MSCI World Inc USD TR

MSCI World Islamic USD TR



-0.7



5.84



-2.02



7.96



S&amp;P GSCI Inverse Ind Metals 1M Fwd



-1.29



5



-3.48



5.37



S&amp;P TSX 60



-5.04



MSCI World Monthly EUR Hedged EUR



0.63



6.15



-7.99



MSCI World Monthly GBP Hedged GBP



-0.11



7.73



-2.34



7.51



Physical Gold ETC USD



0.59



2.83



-6.12



-7.34

-20.29



Physical Palladium ETC USD



2.68



-2.5



-14.45



Physical Platinum ETC USD



4.07



3.77



-12.42



-17.21



Physical Silver ETC USD



7.44



5.85



-17.17



-24.64



S&amp;P 500 Inc USD TR



-2.22



1.29



1.24



16.76
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THE PIT

TALES FROM THE CITY



Social etiquette

Followers of IndexTrader on Twitter –

@indextraderuk – may have noticed some

enthused retweeting last month.

It would appear that a section editor at a

certain financial publication is still finding

her way around the functions on the social

media platform.

The journalist – who will, of course,

remain unnamed – decided to take to

Twitter to assist in her recruitment for a

new features writer.



Having embraced the instant messaging

system, she had her followers in belly laughs

when she confused the Direct Message

(DM) function with the general chat box.

The result was a public approach to an

employed journalist at another financial title

asking if “she was still interested in applying”.

While the rest of the journalist fraternity

were enjoying the boob, no doubt the

individual in receipt of the tweet was

hoping that her existing colleagues hadn’t

spotted it. No chance.

Even after it had been deleted, a screen

grab of the conversation was doing the

rounds for hours afterwards.

And in case you’re wondering if the

journalist that was approached later took

the job, she didn’t. I wonder why?



DETAILS DUE

FOR BNY

MELLON RACE

CHANGE

Further details of the BNY Mellon

10k race, scheduled to take place in

Brentwood on 14 October are

expected to be released later this

month after the event had to be

rescheduled from its original date

in August due to a flooded car park.

As always, Index Trader’s team of

hacks have already signed up and

are ready to improve on their

performances from the recent JP

Morgan Challenge.

Keep an eye out on the Index

Trader website for further details

of the event or log on to www.

ThriftGreenTrotters.co.uk for

more information.



Despair for IndexTrader as

AJ Bell takes football crown

Last month, saw the return of the widelyanticipated AJ Bell Football Tournament,

featuring teams of stockbrokers, fund

managers, journalists and marketers at the

Wembley Goals Centre – a stone’s through

from the famous Wembley arch.

The IndexTrader team battled in the group

stages, notching up a win against the

national press team and a draw against

Brewin Dolphin before finally losing to a

strong Henderson Global Investors side.

Had the IndexTrader side held their

nerve with two minutes of the last 10 minute

match to go, things might have been very

different, but the 2-2 scoreline became 2-6,
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ensuring the team was out on goal

difference.

Henderson Global Investors, however,

powered into the quarter finals and would

later collect the top prize for the top scorer

(pictured) as well as the runner up trophy.

In the other group, meanwhile, the hacks

at trade paper Money Marketing, notched up

sufficient wins to take them through to the

final, where they fought tooth and nail before

eventually losing to the mighty AJ Bell.

So, it was congratulations to the organisers

this year, even if there were a lot of

individuals keen for a rematch ahead of next

year. Watch this space.
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